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The Murray Ledger & Times
, Volume LXXXXVII No. 134 In Our 97th Year
— -
Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, June 5, 1976
Place a wreath at the statue of General Robert E. Lee on the court square in Murray on Friday morning in ob-
servance of Jefferson Davis' birthday are lohn Nance, Kevin Geurin, and Phillip Owens, all dressed in Con-federate uniforms, Mrs. J. T. Sammons, Mrs. John J. Livesay, Miss Maude Nance, Mrs. W. L Carter, Mrs. J. A.Outland, Mrs. Leonard Vaughn, Mrs. Fred Gingles, Mrs. Edward S. Nance, Mrs. Melvin Cayce, and Judge Rogert 0.Miller, with the latter speaking of the attraction to tourists of the statue and of the improvements the county hadmade at the statue. The event was sponsored by the J.N. Williams Chpater of the United Daughters of the Con-federacy.
Blood Pressure Screening Here
Shows 20% With Hypertension
A free blood pressure screening
Thursday and Friday at the Bank of
Murray tested 892 Murray residents
and discovered that more than 20 per
cent of them had high blood pressure
readings under casual circumstances.
The screening was sponsored by Ron
Beshear, David Travis, and John Wise,
special agents of the Northwestern
Mutual Life Insurance Company here
in cooperation with members of the
Calloway County Health Department
who volunteered to perform the tests
using its own blood pressure testing
equipment. Mona Purdom, Daphene
Mallory, Bob Cox, and Jeanett Morris
performed the tests.
Final figures showed that 178 persons
had abnormal blood pressure readings.
Bob Cox pointed out that a number of
people who knew they had high blood
pressure had quit taking their
medicine. Cox reminded these people
not to make any changes in their
medicine without talking to their
physician first.
Beshear presented each person
tested with a form advising that those
with abnormal readings should consult
a physician for another test, even
though the bank screening was con-
ducted under casual circumstances.
Mrs. Purdom pointed out that high
blood pressure is the major
predisposing factor to heart attack,
stroke and kidney disease, the most
common causes of death in the U.S.
year after year, and that many persons
who suffer from the condition are
unaware of it.
Chance of Showers
Warm with a chance of showers and
thundershowers today. Highs near 80.
Fair and mild tonight with lows in the
low 60s.
Partly cloudy and warm Sunday with
highs near 80.
The outlook for Monday is partly
cloudy and warm.
Rain chances are 30 per cent today.
Bruce L. Clayton, one of the 168
seniors graduating from Murray High
School, is recipient of an academic
scholarship to the University of
Chicago which amounts to over $10,000.
Each year the University of Chicago
carries out an extensive search world
wide for outstanding high school
seniors who have high potential for
world leadership. The University
receives about 10,000 applications
yearly for membership in the freshman
class limited to 650 students. Clayton
made application to only two other
institutions: Harvard and Yale.
However, the amount of scholarship
offered by the University of Chicago, as
the Harvard trounselor advised, made it
impossible to turn down.
Clayton is the son of Dr. and Mrs.
James D. Clayton of Murray. He has
distinguished himself in many different
areas: Academically, he graduated
with a grade point average of 95.43 in all
honors courses. He was elected to the
National Honor Society; to Who's Who
Among High School students in the
United States, and holds membership in
the National Forensic Leggue. He
The cause of high blood pressure is
unknown, he said, but it can be con-
trolled in most cases.
Beshear said he sponsored the
screening to alert the public to the
importance of detection and treatment
of high blood pressure and to encourage
community leaders to establish a
community screening program here.
Beshear said he has guidelines for a
large scale project based on one in
Milwaukee, Wis., where the Nor-
thwestern Mutual home office is active
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (API — Gov.
Julian Carroll said Friday his trip to
Japan next week is a serious attempt to
develop Japanese investments in
Kentucky.
This will be the first mission to
Japan instigated solely by the com-
monwealth," he said at a news con-
ference.
". . . The fact that representatives of
some of Kentucky's major financial
and industrial interests are willing to
make this journey with us at their own
expense underlines their confidence in
the purpose and success of our visit."
Carroll said the time is ripe because
the investors of the far eastern nation:.
are showing renewed interest in
economic ventures in the United State,.
"We will have the advantage of being
among the earliest states to take ad-
vantage of that reviving confidence in
our economy," he said. "Nebraska and.
Albama have undertaken similar
missions recently and secured sizeable
Japanese investments."
Carroll said some Kentucky coal
already is being exported to Japan and
the state wants to increase its share of
that market.
Honor Roll Music Educators
Richard W. Farrell, chairman of the
Department of Music at Murray State
University, is one of 12 Kentucky music
educators included in the National
Music Educations National Conference
Roll of Honor in the new national
headquarters building in Reston, Va.
He was nominated to be one of the
honorees by the First District of the
Kentucky Music Educators Association
(KMEA1 in recognition of his out-
standing service to music education in
the state.
Names of the Kentuckians will be
inscribed in a book to remain per-
manently in the building. They were
honored through the Master Builder's
received the Science and Speech
awards at graduation. Classmates
voted him the most talented.
Clayton has received national
recognition as a musician. He was
ranked the number one accordionist in
1972 by one association and number
three by another association in 1974. He
has appeared in concert and part of
Gift project donation of $1,000 made by
the KMEA and subscribers throughout
the state.
Farrell, a member of the faculty at
Murray State since 1945 and a depar-
tmental chairman since 1957, has held
several positions of leadership in the
KMEA, including a term as president.
He has served more than 25 years as
manager of the Murray Regional Music
Festival of • the KMEA and has been
instrumental in the success of both the
Quad-State Music Festivals and the
annual Campus Lights production since
he has been at Murray State.
(See Farrell, Page 121
musical programs in numerous eitiCS
throughout the United States. He is a
member of the Chicago Artist
Association and the Accordion
Teacher's Guild. He also serves
churches as song director. .
Both the French and Speech Clubs
elected him president. He won honors in
French oratory at the Foreivi
Language festival; was a member and
captain of the debate team: won
superior , and 1st place trophies in
debate oratory and extemporaneous
speaking at numerous speech meets;
and received 3rd place trophy at
regional speech tournament being the
only contestant from the Jackson
Purchase area to finish in the top three.
He served as Sports Editor of the ,chool
annual.
Clayton will be studying in the New
Collegiate Division of the Univr-siti. a
cross discipline study with enno
Rhetoric, Law and Economics 11,-
preparing for a career in Economic Sc
Social Law and exploring a future
national politics. He is active in com-
munity and church affairs, preaching
frequently.
By The Associated Press
'Ai°, one of the three states in
Tuesday's Super Bowl primary finale,
-becomes the focus of intensive political
campaigning this weekend.
Democratic challengers to Jimmy
Carter will be seeking to blunt his
nomination drive and President Ford
will be after votes to offset Ronald
Reagan's anticipated victory in
15' Per Copy
California's winner-take-all primary.
Democrats Morris Udall and Frank
Church were stumping the state today.
Carter, who has more than 900 com-
mitted delegates with 1,505 needed for
nomination, completed a two-day blitz
Friday night. He said a victory in the
state would be a "major arguing point"
for his nomination. He was to return
Sunday after a quick campaign trip to
Paralegal Studies Program Is
Approved For Murray This Fall
A new, 21-hour minor program in
paralegal studies has been approved at
Murray State University to begin with
the fall semester.
Although offered through the College
of Humanistic Studies, the new
program shall be administered through
the Departments of History and
Political Science.
Seven courses of three hours of
academic credit each comprise the
program, which has been designed to
train legal assistants to lawyers. This is
a new and rapidly developing form of
law practitioners who have never been
to law school but who have some legal
training.
Legal assistants are showing up in
increasing numbers in law firms,
corporations and government offices
across the country.
In recent years, the cost for legal
services has risen enormously," said
Dr. Robert Burke, chairman of the
Department of History at Murray.,
- State. "So has the demand for legal
services The lawyer's assistant is
trained to be responsible for a vast
amount of paper work and ad-
ministrative duties usually performed
by a lawyer.
"By handling these time-constuning
duties and freeing the lawyer to devote
his attention to more demanding legal
work, the lawyer's assistant not only
saves the attorney valuable time, but in
the process also helps keep legal costs
down for the client," he said.
The paralegal concept has been
endorsed by the American Bar
Association's Special Committee on the
Availablility of Legal Services which
has gone on record as encouraging the
training and employment of legal
assistants.
Dr. Farouk Umar, chairman of the
Department of Political Science, said
that one full-time faculty member, an
attorney, will be employed at the
beginning of the program.
"As a result of his training and ex-
perience, he should be able to build a
solid academic program as well as
develop in the students the types of
skills they will need as practitioners,"
he said.
Dr. Umar also identified the seven
courses to be offered at the outset of the
wogram as:
PAL 200: Introduction to Paralegal
Studies, the legal system as a business,
including the economics of litigation,
legal trends and professional ethics.
PAL 300: Introduction to Legal
Research, an introduction to and use of
reports, court digests and periodicals in
legal research.
PAL 310: Legal Analysis and
Writing, an introduction to the
materials of legal research by written
assignments.
PM. 500: Litigation and Trial
Practice, preparation of case profiles,
familiarization with briefs, organizing
and indexing documents and the like.
PAL 510: Real Estate, initial in-
formation for real estate transactions.
PAL 520: Corporatioas, preparing
initial and amended articles of cor-
poration, etc., and
PAL 530: Estates and Trusts,
preparation of documents relating to
administration of estates.
One Section — 12 Pages
New Jersey.
New Jersey, Ohio and California hold
the last primary elections before the
nomination conventions, with a total of
540 Democratic and 331 Republican
delegates at stake. California gives the
most GOP delegates, 167, and the most
Democrat delegates, 280.
Reagan was to arrive in Columbus
this afternoon to begin a two-day swing
across Ohio. President Ford campaigns
in the state Sunday and Monday.
Ford says the Ohio Republican
contest is significant because a sub-
stantial triumph would balance off
Reagan's anticipated victory in
California.
He admitted that, in his race against
Reagan, "we're an underdog in
California. We recognize it and so it is
vitally important that we maximize our
vote in Ohio as well as in New Jersey."
Ford said in Washington Friday that
he is confident of a first ballot victory at
the GOP convention. He said he agrees
with Vice President Nelson A.
Rockefeller and other political ob-
servers who say he will fall short of
winning the number of committed
delegates needed for nomination. But
he said he expects to make up the
difference in uncommitted delegates by
the time of the Kansas City convention
in August.
Ford now has 805 committed
delegates, Reagan has 655 and there
are 143 uncommitted It takes 1,130 to
win the nomination.
Carter and Church attended the same
political rally Friday night in a Polish
neighborhood in northern Toledo, but
missed meeting each other. Church was
late for the rally and he missed most of
the crowd.
Carter earlier visited Dayton and
Columbus, where he brushed aside the
possibility that Sen. Hubert Humphrey,
D-Minn., might enter the presidential
race. Carter said it would not affect his
prospect of victory.
Carter now has 960 committed
delegates. His closest rival is Udall
with 306.5. There are 414.5 un-
committed. To clinch the nomination,
1,505 are needed.
Udall, campaigning in Dayton, Akron
and Cleveland, criticized Carter for
acing fuzzy on issues. The Arizona
congressman said Carter, in trying to
appeal to a broad constituency, may be
spreading himself thin.
Activity Begins In Preparation
For Arts And Crafts Show In LBL
GOLDEN POND, Ky. — Lyn Crysler
and Opel Roberts of the Murray Art
Guid are busy this week. Mrs. Crysler,
as chairman of the publicity committee
for the 7th Annual Arts and Crafts Show
set for land Between The Lakes, TVA's
public Vutdoor area June 26-27, is
conscientiously working at putting up
posters announcing the event.
Other members of the guild, in-
cluding Mrs. Roberts and the staff at
Land Between The Lakes, are also
working to finalize plans for the show.
This year emphasis is being placed on
releasing information in major cities in
the northern and southern perimeter
states. The impact the Bicentennial
theme will have on the show is yet to be
seen.
But many artists and craftsmen from
several different states have already
notified officials of the Murray Art
Guild that they intend to display a wide
variety of handcrafted products. And a
wide variety it is indeed. Exhibits
ranging from handcrafted wood items,
leather goods, paintings, pottery,
original photographs, cornshuck dolls,
candles, quilts, handmade jewlery, and
needlework will be on display.
One of the biggest shows ever is
expected from both the exhibitor and
visitor standpoint. Last year more than
30,000 people visited the two-day show.
No one is guessing at attdendance this
year.
Mrs. Crysler emphasized that if there
are artists and craftsmen who have not
yet reserved space for this year's show,
time is running out. Interested par-
ticipants are encouraged to contact the
Murray Art Guild, Murray, Kentucky
or Mrs. Larry Doyle, 103 South 14th
Street, Murray, for preregistration
forms.
To encourage creativity and insure a
quality show, only pieces of original
design and craftsmanship may be
exhibited.
For additonal information contact
Mrs. Doyle at 502-753-8250 or 502-753-
5819, or TVA's Land Between The
Lakes, Environmental Education
Services, 502-924-5602.
The annual show is sponsored by the
Murray Art Guild and Land Between
The Lakes.
'Lyn Crysler and Opel Roberts, Murray Art Guild are busy this week putting up posters in high traffic areasthroughout the area and in major cities announcing the 7th Annual Arts and crafts Show to be held at Land Bet-ween The Lakes, TVA's public outdoor area in western Kentucky and Tennessee lune 26-27. The show is spon-sored by the Murray Art Guild and TVA's Land Between The Lakes.
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Preacher Gives Funeral
In Ex-wife's Honor
By Abigail Van Buren
1976 by C6.a10 N 91.61, Sy', l InK
DEAR ABBY: My husband died recently. We had only
two years together, but ours was a perfect marriage. Never
a cross word. He was a saint. We both had been married
before, raised our children and lost our spouses through no
fault of our own.
At my husband's funeral, I was shoved over on the bench
behind the organ where I wasn't even able to see the casket.
To add insult to injury, the minister preached a whole
service, referring only to my husband's ex-wife. (She was a
member of the church and I wasn't.)
The final insult came afterward, when the minister sat
holding the hand of my beloved husband's ex-wife. I was so
angry and hurt I could hardly bear it.
If I had it in my power, I would dig my husband up and
bury him in a private cemetary with a private service. I
know he is not at peace where he now lies. He loved me too
much to have me hurt this way.
Please print this so that ministers will give more
consideration to widows instead of ex-wives.
CRUSHED IN MADISON
DEAR CRUSHED: The privilege land responsibility of
making the funeral arrangements for your deceased
husband u as yours, not his ex-wife's (She apparently got to
the minister first.) Unless you failed to assert yourself as
you should have, the minister deserves to be severely
censured for having handled the service as he did.
DEAR ABBY: I would like to pass on some very valuable
experience to women who might find themselves in the
situation that I was in 10 years ago.
As an attractive 55-year-old widow, I was wined and
dined and courted by a very desirable widower in his early
60s. He proposed marriage to me on the condition that his
children approved of me. (He had two sons and two
daughters —all married.)
Well. I passed their inspection with flying colors, but I
wish I hadn't. When he was well, his children came first.
Now he is sick, and he's all mine. _ 
STUCK WITH AN AK:
DEAR STUCK: Nobody gets a lifetime guarantee of
good health. YOU could have become sick and been all HIS.
DEAR ABBY: First, some joker wants to sue his parents
for 8100,000 for having circumcised him when he was an
infant and unable to defend himself
Then someone writes in and suggests that his mother sue
the idiot for "womb rent."
If she does, she might as well try to get "carrying
charges." too. Just a suggestion.
DALE P. SCOBEE: HOOD RIVER, ORE
DEAR DALE- It seems only fair since the mother was
stuck with the delivery charges.
Hate to write letters? Send S1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lask) Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
'How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a
long. self-addressed. stamped (240 envelope.
Miss C. B. Pageant
fr
Girls 16 years and older
Enter Calloway County Miss C.B. Pageant
Blue Grass State C.B
Club-Coffee Break
June 12 at 7:00 p.m.
A trophy will be given to the winner along
with the title of Miss CIL
Entry Fee  $5.00
For Information Contact
Mrs. Kurtz it 436-2562 after 6 p.m.
P,oqra. Informetien 733 3314
late She* FA IS Ii 40











The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Janet
Black, daughter of Mrs. James Black and the late Mr. Black of
Farmington Route One, to Stanley Myers, son of Mr. and Mrs.
David Myers of Benton, has been announced by her mother.
Miss Black is a 1975 graduate of Calloway County High
School. Mr. Myers, a 1973 graduate of Benton High School, is
employed at the Bank of Benton.
The family wedding will be solemnized on Sunday, July 4, at
the First Baptist Church, Benton.
Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR SUNDAY, JUNE, 1176
Look in the section in which SAGITTARIUS
your birthday comes and find (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
what your outlook is. according A day for listening! In even a
to the stars. casual conversation, you may
pick up a most useful idea
where job matters are con-
cerned.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20, xr
Don't expect associates to be
amenable to the usual ap-
proaches now. Certain sit-
uations will call for extreme
delicacy in handling.
AQUARIUS
(Jan 21 to Feb. 19)
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 Irotzet
Aspects not too friendly. Be




(Apr. 21 to May 21) ItScti,
Horne and family concerns
under highly beneficial in-
fluences. In fact, a recent
domestic problem will finally be
straightened out satisfactorily.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21) 114fr
An unexpected invitation to
an evening function could
strengthen your social standing
considerably. Don't hesitate to
accept.
CANCER
i June 22 to July 23i ee)
Don't take situations or
persons for granted. Be a
shrewd observer — especially
in a romantic involvement.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) .124:4A
Do not conclude a matter
before all facts are known or a
full chance for research given.
You may be tricked into
inaccurate moves if not wary.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 231 WP11
Happy personal relationships
indicated. Others can be won
around to your way of thinking
easily and willingly.
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An
Some pleasing surprises in
store You may find, quite
unexpectedly, that a hobby has
money-making potential
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. Mi net'
Mixed influences Expect the
unexpected. Others ina4Oved in
your activities may have
misunderstood certain arrange-
ments
Follow-up on a unique idea
could be highly successful — if
you are aware that present
conditions are without prece-
dent. It will be up to you to
accommodate.
PISCES




are especially helpful in ironing
out family difficulties.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with versatility and
activity — hallmarks of the
Geminian — and those of you
whose birthdate this is are most
typical of your Sign. You are
innately energetic, concise.
skillful and always effective in
your endeavors. The duality of
the ' • twins," who symbolize this
sector of the zodiac, is best
expressed in your personality —
lighthearted and an interesting
conversationalist usually, but
contemplative and even moody
at others. You have a great love
of people and travel, and could
succeed in any field which takes
you afar and involves dealing
with the public. You could also
make a success of the law, the
theater, art, literature or
music. Birthdate of: John A.
Roebling, engineer ) designer of
the Brooklyn Bridgei; Pierre




New books at the Calloway
County Public Library include
the following:
DOLLS IN COLOR, by Faith
Eaton. Macmillan.
This comprehensive text
spans the history of
dollmaking since the fifteenth
century, describing the
famous dollmakers, their
differing techniques, and the
diversity of the dolls they
produced.
ALL ABOUT HEALTH AND
BEAUTY FOR THE BLACK
WOMAN, by Naomi Sims.
Doubleday.
As the top Black model in
the country, Ms. Sims com-
bines her own experience of
beauty and health care with
four years of personal con-
sultations with experts in the
field.
LITTLE PLANTS FOR
SMALL SPACES, by Elvin
McDonald. Evans.
How to select and grow mini
plants and trees indoors and
Oaks Women
Plan Events
The regular ladles day
luncheon will be served at the
Oaks Country Club on Wed-
nesday, June 9, at noon with
Mrs. Kenneth Smith and Mrs.
Bill Read as chairman of the
hostesses.




Wayne Flora, W. J. Pitman,
Stanley Hargrove, Jimmy
Bell, Dave Hopkins, Mancil




Bobby Toon, David Lanier,
Robert Spann, William
Porter, Bernice Wilfred,
Lucille Austin, and Jeannie
Crittenden.
Golf and bridge will be
played at 9:30 a. m. with Essie
Caldwell as golf hostess on thei
No. 10 tee and Joyce Thomas
s bridge hostess.
Gail Herndon Honored At Meet
Of New Providence Homemakers
A surprise baby shower was
Oven in honor of Gail Herndon
at the May meeting of the New
Providence Homemakers
Club held at the home of
Dorval Hendon.
The honoree was presented
with gifts from the members
during the social hour. The
group also enjoyed touring the
Hendon's new home. Refresh-
ments of cake, nuts, and Coke
were served by Mrs. Hendon.
Iva Mae Allbritten, vice-
president, presided and gave
the devotion on "Mothers"
reading from 1 Corinthians
13:6. Ten members answered
the roll call by naming the
fabric they were wearing.
The lesson on "Medicare"
was presented by Beth
Falwell and Iris Casteel. An
open disettssion followed the
informational program.
.e-elected as officers to`
serve for a second term were:
Karen Housden. president and
4-H; Iva Mae AlHaritten,
housing and vice-president;
Patsy Pittman, publicly and
secretary-treasurer; Alice
Miller, cultural arts: Gail
Herndon, issues and con-
cerns; Sylvia Puckett and
Opal Shoemaker, clothing;
Iris Casteel, family concerns;
Sylvia Puckett and Opal
Shoemaker, clothing; Iris
Casteel, family life: Wanda
Osbron, recreation and foods;
Jackie Herndon, home fur-
nishings; June Curd, music
management; Dorval Hen-
don, landscape; Beth Falwell,
devotion and health; Sylvia
Puckett, crafts. -"
Others present were Rita
Burton, Jackie Herndon, Opal
Shoemaker, Sylvia Puckett.
and Little Amy Bailey.
The next meeting will 1)+,
June 8 at eleven am
Holiday Inn.
HOSPITAL PATIEN
William Lawson of Murr „









by Joseph Braga. Prentice-
Hall.
Designed to help children
and adults grow together, this
book shows you how specific
games and activities can
become good learning ex-
periences for children from
birth through age six.
UNCLE OF EUROPE, by
Gordon Brook-Shepherd.
Harcourt.
This volume relates the
social and diplomatic life of
Edward VII who succeeded
his mother, Queen Victoria to
the throne in 1901.
MUSICAL STAGES, by
Richard Rodgers. Random.
Packed with good stories,
revealing glimpses of
celebrities off-guard, and
passages on the art of lyric
writing, Mr. Rodgers tells the
inside story of many suc-
cessful musicals.
THE FORMULA BOOK, by
Norman Stark. Sheed Er Ward,
Inc.
Hundreds of recipes con-
taining instructions for
making your own health care
products, cleaning supplies,
automotive necessities and
yard and garden specialties
are included in this manual.
2,r B67tt4
HOPKINS GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell
Hopkins of Kirksey are the
parents of a baby girl, Tammy
Renee, weighing seven pounds
fifteen ounces, born on
Wednesday, May .26, at 2:20
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have one son, Michael,
age 314. The father is em-
ployed at the General Tire and
Rubber Company, Mayfield.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. D. W. Fox of Murray
Route Eight and Mr. and Mrs.
Hersie Hopkins of Benton
Route Three. A great gran-
dmother is Mrs. Bell Hopkins
of Murray.
Miss Vickie White Honored At
Twirling
*Modeling
Miss Vickie White, June 12
bride-elect of Roger Hughes,
was the honoree at a
delightfully planned bridal
shower held on Wednesday,
May 19, at seven p.m. at the
Community Room of the
Murray Federal Savings &
Loan Building.
The hostesses for the
prenupital occasion were Miss
Tonya Carroll and Miss Cindy
Tripp.
For the bridal event Miss
White chose to wear from her
trousseau a yellow pant suit
and was presented a corsage
of yellow roses by the
hostesses.
Refreshments of individual
cakes iced in white with
yellow and green decorations.
punch, mints, and nuts were
served at the beautifully
appointed table overlaid with
a lace cloth.
Centering the table was a
silver bowl filled with yellow
daisies, green carnations, and
baby's breath. A silver can-
delabra with yellow candles
and silver appointments were
also used.
Games were played with
Cindy Chrisman and Carolyn
Shown being the recipients of
SAVE OVEN FUEL
Although cookies and cakes
need to have a preheated oven
to bake properly, meat,
potatoes and casseroles cook
just as well if you begin with a
cool oven. Preheat only when
necessary to save fuel.
the prizes who presented them
to the honoree.
Guests signed the bride's
book with a white plume pin at
the table overlaid with a linen
cloth. Miss Susan White, sister
of the bride-elect, kept the
register.
Miss White was the
recipient of many lovely gifts
including a fifty-piece set of
bamboo stainless silverware
which was given to her by the
hostesses.
Approximately thirty five





















Twirling and Charm Camp
spewed by Seedy Weems.
*Strutting
•Dance Twirl
Ages 5 arid Up





To enroll send 5) 2.00 with students name to
Sandy Coleman
No. 7, Box 896
City




YOU ARE IN GREAT DANGER
THE JUDGMENTS OF GOD ARE SOON
TO BE POURED OUT UPON THE EARTH!
JESUS CHRIST, THE SON OF GOD,
IS COMING SOON! PREPARE TO MEET
GOD--BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE
WHERE WILL YOU SPEND ETERNITY?
THE LAKE OF FIRE AND BRIMSTONE WHERE YOU
WILL BE TORMENTED DAY AND NIGHT, FOREVER
AND EVER, WEEPING, WAILING, AND GNASHING
YOUR TEETH, WILL BE YOUR ETERNAL DESTINY, UN-
LESS YOU REPENT OF YOUR SINS AND BELIEVE ON
THE LORD JESUS CHRIST, THE SON OF GOD, AS YOUR
PERSONAL SAVIOUR (Rev 20 1 0-1 5)
PLEASE READ THIS MESSAGE OF WARNING! IT
M9kNS MORE THAN ALL THE WORLD TO YOU
JESUS SAID, "FOR WHAT IS A MAN PROFITED, IF
HE SHALL GAIN THE WHOLE WORLD, AND LOSE HIS
SOUL" (Matt. 1626).
WHAT CAN YOU DO TO BE SAVED?
CALL UPON GOD FOR HIS MERCY ' GOD LOVES YOU —
JESUS DIED FOR YOU BELIEVE ON THE LORD JESUS
CHRIST AND THOU SHALT BE SAVED (Acts 16 31).
JESUS, THE SON OF GOD, DIED ON THE CROSS FOR-
YOU. HE PAID YOUR DEBT FOR YOUR SINS — IF YOU
WILL ONLY BELIEVE IN HIM DO IT TODAY!
"FOR GOD SO LOVED THE WORLD THAT HE GAVE
HIS ONLY BEGOTTEN SON, THAT WHOSOEVER BE-
LIEVETH IN HIM SHOULD NOT PERISH, BUT HAVE
EVERLASTING LIFE" (John 116).
"HE THAT BELIEVETH ON THE SON HATH EVER-
LASTING LIFE AND HE THAT BELIEVETH NOT THE
SON SHALL NOT SEE LIFE : BUT THE WRATH OF GOD
ABIDETH ON HIM" (John 3:36).
You may say "I do not believe in Hell" but my friend, two minutes in Hell amid the weeping, wailing, and gnashing of
teeth, will change your mind When you realize then, as every one in Hell realizes today, that THE BIBLE IS THE WORD OF
GOD; that you are a sinner, that Christ died for you, and that you could have been saved had you believed and accepted Him
as your personal Saviour, you will cry aloud in agony, as you weep and wail and gnash your teeth, "Fool that I was, too late.
too late " There are no unbelievers in Hell but they believed — too late There is no escape — they would give all they ever
had to again have your opportunity to believe but it is too late. You may say you do not believe all this, but the mere fact
that you do not believe it does not alter the facts THE BIBLE IS TRUE WHO ARE THOU THAT REPLIEST AGAINST GOD?
The Bible describes the place of future punishment for sinriers and unbelievers to be "A lake of fire" (Rev 20.10-15) --
"A place of torment" (Luke 16:22-24) — "A place where lost souls never die and the fire is not quenched" (Mark 943-48)
— "A place of weeping, wailing and gnashing of teeth." (Matt 25 30) (Matt 8.1 2) (Matt. 24:51) — "A place where sin-
ners drink of the wine of God's wrath " (Rev 14-10) — "A place where the smoke of their torment ascendeth up forever
and ever (Rev 14 . 1 1) "Let God be true and every man a liar " (Romans 3 14) The responsibility of spending eternity in
the LAKE OF FIRE AND BRIMSTONE is yours and yours alone GOD LOVES YOU -- CHRIST DIED FOR YOU OH,
WON'T YOU BELIEVE IT, AND ACCEPT HIM TODAY AS YOUR SAVIOUR'
Send for , 1l1r new book'', '50014-COMINO WORLD SHAKING EVENTS — AS FORETOLD BY GOD ALMIGHTY". STARTLING!
it fells of the soon destruction of Russia's arrmec, by God, in their invasion of Israel, then thgt,se c-1 a Satanic World Ruler, the
Rapture of the Church God's Wrath and the Battle of Armageddon, plus other staring r uths' Price 51 00
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Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
F&AM will meet at seven p.m.
for work in Fellow Craft
degree.
Charity Ball will be at
Murray Country Club from
nine p. m. to one a. m. For
tickets call 753-3827. No tickets
will be sold at the door and
reservations are necessary.
Bird Walk, a two hour stroll
in search of interesting birds,
will start at Hematite Lake,
Land Between the Lakes, at
five p.m.
Sunday, June 6
Homecoming will be held at
Unity Cumberland Pres-
byterian Church.
Reunion of descendants of
Bruce and Alice Cunningham,
Morgan Cunningham, and
Sally Harris Guier will be at
Ellis Community Center. A
potluck luncheon will be
served at noon.
Homecoming will be held at
Coles Camp Ground Cemetery
with regular services, basket
dinner at noon, and singing in
afternoon.
McDaniel Cemetery will
have its annual homecoming
with a basket dinner at noon.
Ple,se bring or send donations




Church Women will meet at
the church at seven p.m.
Executive Board of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 11:30
h.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the First Presbyterian Church
at seven p.m.
Junior Tennis Clinic will be
-at Murray Country Club at
_nine a.m.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
blows: Kathleen Jones with
,Mrs. Clifford Smith at 7;15
p.m. and Lottie Moon with
Mrs. Rudy Howard at 7!30
p.m.
Olga Hampton Baptist
Women of Sinking Spring
Church will visit shutins and
meet at church at 8:30 p.m.
West Kentucky.,Twirling,and
Charm Camp will be at old
Murray City Park from nine
a.m. to noon.
Bethany Sunday School
Class, First Baptist Church,
will meet at the Fellowship
Hall at six p.m. 
.
Tuesday, June 8
Circles of First United
Methodist Church will meet as
follows: Alice Waters with
Mrs. A. W. Simmons, Sr.,
Bessie Tucker at church
parlor, and Maryleona Frost
with Mrs. A. M. Thomas, all at
9:30 a.m., and Faith Doran at
Colonial House Smorgasbord
at 11:30 a.m.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. Orville
Anderson at nine a.m., H with
Mrs. Edgar Morris at ten
a.m., and III with Mrs. Ed
Adams at two p.m.
Paris Road Homemakers
Club will meet with Amy
Wils2_n at one p.m.
Ruth Warren Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Women will meet with Debbie
Darnell at seven p.m.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at 7:30 p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at seven p.m. at
Immanuel Lutheran Church.
Murray Quota Club will
meet at the Triangle Inn at
twelve noon.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
Dexter Community Center.
Ellis Center will open at ten
a.m. for Senior Citizens with
demonstration on sand art at
10:30 a.m., sack lunch at noon,
and crafts at one p.m. Clean
up day will be at greenhouse
at 1:30 p.m.
Junior Tennis Clinic will
continue at Murray Country
Club at nine a.m.
West Kentucky Twirling and
Charm Camp will be at old
City Park at nine a.m.
New Providence
Homemakers Club will meet
at Holiday Inn-at eleven a.m.
Ladies Lucheon
,At Country Club
The women of the Murray
Country Club will have their
ladies day luncheon on
Wednesday, June 9, at twelve
noon with Mrs. Joe Hal Spann
as chairman of the hostesses.
Assisting Mrs. Spann will be
Mesdames John Adams,
William Barker, Guy .Battle,
Ron Cella, Bobby Nix
Crawford, Frank Fitch, Nat
Ryan Hughes, Jenny Jones,
Harry McGurk, James





Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
Paulette invites all her friends and for-
























FOR MONDAY, JUNE 7, 1976
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 TA
Look to others for suggestions
— help, too. Don't try to do too
much by yourself or reject ideas
arbitrarily, for the sake of
excessive pride in personal
achievement.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 2U ti
Here is one of those choice
days where your personality,
ambitions and know-how,
teamed up, can help you make
new records.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21 114111.
Excellent stellar influences!
Certain recent pressures should
be lifting and some of your
cherished desires can be
realized.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23) 4110
Practical issues will demand
your complete attention.
There's a temptation now to
skip details, but this could be
costly. Heed the voice of ex-
perience.
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23) 124a
Being the rugged in-
dividualist that you are, you
rarely -follow the crowd."
Don't change this policy now.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 231 19%.
A feeling of restlessness could
cause you to take unwise risks
now. Be alert. Avoid impulsive
action of any kind and, above
all, don't gamble.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23 Arie
Excellent influences. Some
interesting possibilities for
future profit could emerge from
a lunchtirne meeting.
SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov. 22) nteeltrC
Watch assets with special
care now. Even a good friend,
seeking a loan, could be -taking




Nov. 23 to Dee. 211 )4110.
Good aspects for business and
money matters. Quick per-
ceptiveness and unwavering
decisiveness will be important.
however.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 201 liCr
A good day La- stabilizing,
settling pending matters
generally; also for making
innovations which can insure
further improvement in your
status.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
Your day to get ahead. An
associate of importance will be
surprisingly helpful if asked for
advice. Romance and outdoor
interests also favored.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar_ 20) )(
Excellent Neptune influ-
ences! Inspiration at a peak. A
unique idea you have can be
carried out with just the right
touch of ingenuity to make it
work.
or.
YOU BORN TODAY are




alertness and versatility, but
you are often dissatisfied with
your accomplishments A
perfectionist at heart, you often
feel despondent because you
feel "you could have done
better." Never lose confidence
in yourself. Foster your talent
for sensing the needs of others
and knowing how to cope with
unwieldy situations. You
usually work best when you're
"on your own" but are more
than cooperative when need be.
Your thirst for knowledge is all-
consuming. Nourish it, since the
greater your education, the
higher your accomplishments.
You could excel as a journalist,
architect, painter, musician,
scientist or lawyer. Birthdate
of: Paul Gauguin, French
painter, Dean Martin, singer,
actor; Toni Jones, pop singer.
mer Entertains
Zetas With Musical Program
The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club met
Thursday evening May 27 at
the club house for the final
program of the club year. A




presided over the business
session and recognized the
new officers — Mrs. Marshall
Jones, chairman, Mrs. Jack
Bailey, vice-chairman, Mrs.
Hazel Beale, secretary and
Mrs. Maurice Ryan,
treasurer.






Baby Girl Sims (mother
Debra), A-0 Coach Estates,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Phyllis Robertson, 501
S. 16th St., Murray, Mrs.
Willie Vance, Rt. 4, Box 188,
Murray, Tom Travis, Rt. 3,
Murray, Gray Nance, Rt. 6,
Box 349, Murray, Mickey
McKeel, Rt. 5. Box 2361,
Murray, Bert Collins, Rt. 4,
Box 725, Murray, Mrs. Kathy
Henson and Baby Girl, Rt. 8,
Benton, Claude Page, Rt. 4,
Murray, Early Stubblefield,
(Expired ) , Rt. 6, Murray.
PERSONAL-91
PADUCAH PATIENT
Eli Alexander of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
ATTEND CELEBRATION
Mrs. Hazel Berkley and
children, Tim and Jeffrey, of
Murray attended the open
house held on May 23 at
Carrsville in celebration of the
50th wedding anniversary of





9 a.m. - 2 p.m.
ie Wel office of
Dr. V. W. Merton




on all make hearing
aids, plenty of free
parking Via
calls dial 474-8847
James R. Allbritten, Zeta
members, were in charge of
the program and they in-
troduced Mrs. Mary Farmer,
one of Murray's most talented
musicians, who entertained
the group with many old songs
as they enjoyed a sing-along.
Included were many piano
selections which Mrs. Farmer
had played at the movie house
in Murray when the silent
films were shown.
Mrs. Rue Overbey and Mrs.
William Ryan were welcomed
as new members of the
department.
Hostesses for the evenir.
were Mrs. Max Beale, Mr.
Howard Titsworth, Mrs. Fe)...
H. Dunn, Mrs. Stark Erwr
Mrs. Maurice Ryan, Mrs. Nk




Tennis lineups for t's.
groups of women at tht
Murray Country Club have
been released for Monday an,!
Tuesday. The woren will play
at the Murray High School
Tennis Courts on Doran Road
due to the Junior Tennis Or.,
at the club.
Lineups for Group B
Monday, June 7, as releas,
by Peggy Billington, captain.
are as follows:
Nine a. m. — Judy Nal
Brenda Marquardt, Pegi::.
Billington, and Judy Carroll
Nine a. m. Georgiann,
Moffett, Lilly Johnson. Lou
Ann Philpot, and Ann
Williams.
10:30 a. m. — Patsy Oakley
Kay Ray, Carol Boaz, and
Teresa Burke.
10:30 a. m. — Nan'
Whitmer, Ellen Harrel .
Rosemary Warner, and LyT•
Houston.




1,ineups for Group C
Tuesday, June 8, as released
by Janna Hughes, captain, a!'
as follows:
Nine a. m. — Agnes Payne.
Nancy Fandrich, Cindy Ash-
by, and Pat Seiber.
Nine a. m. — Donna Keller,
Pat Thompson, Sha?en Wells.
and Patsy Miller.
10:30 a. m. — Lynn Stout.
Joy Waldrop, Jean Hurt,. and
Janna Hughes.
10:30 a.m. — Carolyn
Woolley, Charlotte Gregory
.
Mary Ellen Contri, and Donna
Carr.
12 Noon — Pat Seiber, Jane




Presenting the program at





Club was Beverly Callaway
from 'Merle Norman Studio,
Murray. She presented many
Has Program 8
Dimes Director
tips on beauty for day and
evening at the meeting held at
the First Christian Church.
The club has for its com-
munity project "The March of
Dimes." Through the efforts
of Marge Hayes and Jerry
Fitch, co-chairmen, the total
collection for the past year
was 86,088.55.
Ann Palermo, district
supervisor of the Pennyrille
Chapter, was present at the
May meeting to express her
appreciation to all members
who worked so hard on the
drive. She also gave a resume
of the distribution of the funds
collected.
Marge Hayes was chosen
"Member of the Month" for
May by the club.
The next meeting will be
held Thursday, June 10, at
7:30 p.m. at the First
Christian Church with the




Baseball Team, Coach Honored
At Supper At Thurman Home
Mrs. Galen Thurman
opened her lovely lakeside
home Friday night, May 28 to
honor the Murray High School
Baseball team and Coach for
an outstanding season.
The team enjoyed a hot dog
supper. Afterwards, Coach
Charles Archer presented the
team members with their
stripes. Bo McDougal, Cap-
tain, in behalf of his team-
mates, presented Coach,
Archer with a plaque in apr
preciation of his part in having
an outstanding season.
Team members present
were: Bo McDougal, Jeff
Oakley, Tony Thurmond,
Lindsey Hudspeth, Raymond
Snits, Darrell Foster, Bill
Wilson, Bob Thurman, Mickey
Spann, Joe Graves, Mickey
McCuiston, Lindy Suite'',
Larry Watkins and Ke*t
Harmon, manager. Membets
of the team unable to attend
were Mickey McKee!, Alan
Gibbs, and Eugene Bayless.
Hostesses for the occasion
were Mrs. Thurman, Mrs.
Evelyn Wilson, Mrs. Ann -
Spann, Mrs. Sarah McCuiston,
Mrs. Opal Oakley, and Mrs.
Sue Archer.
Keep S59 eaters Fit
Keep your sweaters in top
shape. Make a paper outline of
the sweater before you wear
it. Save the pattern for
shaping and blocking once
you've washed it. Your clean
sweater will fit as well as











































• Controls Japanese beetle, 
"ORTMO
gypsy moth larvae, bagworms 
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America's No. 1 insecticide.
Proven effective against more












































Rose Food 8-12-4 
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a Provides nutrients for —
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Special $ 1 98
Price 5 lb. Box
Ell ORTHO Lawn Sprayer
• Easy-to-use-15-gallon capacity
• Accurately syphons, mixes and
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Consumers may do a slow
burn if the government imposes
safety regulations on mat-
chbooks at an annual cost of $68
million.
The Council on Wage and
Price Stability says the safety
regulations proposed by the
Consumer Product Safety Com-
mission not only would make
them more expensive but also
would make them harder to
use.
The match industry has come
a long way since Sam* Jones
of London created the
Promethean match in 1828. It
consisted of a glass bead con-
taining acid and coated with an
ignitable substance, the whole
wrapped in paper. When the
bead was broken, usually by
placing it between the user's
teeth, the paper was set on fire.
That didn't last long, for what
must be obvious reasons. There
was a warning on the box to
persons "whose lungs are
delicate."
Eventually we got the strike-
any-where, or common kitchen
match. And then came the
safety match which ignites only
on a chemical striking strip.
The last real development has
been the paper book matches,
with their familiar printed war-
ning to "close cover before
striking" and often nowadays
with the striking strip on the
back of -the-cover ta prevent
sparks jumping to match heads
when the user fails to observe
the warning to close the book.
Clearly the match industry
has been extremely aware of
the need for safety when
dealing with the fire im-
plements it produces. But the
Consumer Product Safety Com-
mission is not satisfied. It is
proposing a super-safe mat-
chbook.
The wage and price council
has questioned whether the
benefits of such a super-safe
matchbook would outweigh the
costs and we, too, have our
doubts.
The safety commission's con-
cern, especially for children's
safety, is commendable. But is
it really necessary to go to the
lengths the commission is
proposing?
The commission has
proposed that paper matches
be made to extinguish them-
selves within 15 seconds and
burn no more than a half-inch.
Also, cardboard matchbooks
would have an extra catch to
discourage children from
opening them.
A short-burning match soun-
ds reasonable enough, but the
idea of a matchbook that is
secured with interlocking
staples which require a two-
way action by the user to open
the book—well, that sounds a
little too much.
Surely we have learned from
the safety caps on medicines
that too often such devices
result in frustrated adults who
foil the safety feature by
leaving the bottle caps loose,
thus making it even easier for
children to open the bottles. It
would be even easier to
frustrate the paper match book
safety device by simply tearing
off the bottom part of the cover
which carries the latch.
Beyond that, there is the
possibility that such "safety"
features could actually cause
accidents. Consider, for exam-
ple, the auto driver trying to
light his cigaret, needing two
hands to get the push-pull ac-
tion required to open the mat-
chbook and consequently run-
ning head-on into a telephone
pole, or worse.
Declaring that its proposals
would "eliminate or reduce
unreasonable risks of death or
injury" from matchbooks, the
safety agency said that in fiscal
1975 some 9,500 persons were
treated in hospital emergency
rooms for match-related in-
juries_
But the wage and price coun-
cil noted that 9'7 per cent of
those who went to hospitals for
burns or related injuries were
released after minor treat-
ment. And although the safety
agency cited concern about
children playing with matches,
the council said only 7.4 per
cent of those treated at
hospitals were children aged 5
or under.
The commission is asking
this change to protect 9,500 per-
sons who might receive match-
related injuries in a year's
time. We don't mean to sound
cold-hearted but that is 9,500
out of a population of 215
million. Isn't that a little like
trying to swat a fly with a two-
by-four?
A FOOTNOTE: Using the
figures above the Consumer
Product Safety Commission is
proposing the safety devices to
protect one person in every
22,6311/2, or 0.004 per cent of the
population of the U.S. We won-
der how much of the taxpayers'
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1002M sn Poll Shows Strong Impression
10 Years Ago
BA
Made By Reagan s CampaigningMiss Modest Brandon who is retirimafter forty-one years of teaching wa:,
honored by the Hazel PTA and faculty
of Hazel Elementary School.
Kathy Rowlett, Melissa Trevathan,
and Lynette Underwood of Murray
High School competed in the tennis
tournament of the Kentucky Athletic
Association held at Louisville.
Deaths reported include Trevor
Hutchens, age two days, E. J. (Lige)
Steele, and Rev. Cleatus Clemens,
former pastor of North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
Randy Patterson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Randall Patterson, will begin graduate
studies at the University of North
Carolina this summer.
Barney Thweatt, basketball coach at
Paducah Tilghman, has been named
president of the newly organized First
Regional High School Basketball
Coaches Association.
20 Years Ago
An industrial arts exhibit was held in
the showroom of Parker Motors,
sponsored by Ford Motor Company,
Parker Motors, Western Kentucky
Industrial Arts Association, and
Murray High and Murray Training
Schools.
Mrs. Robert Burkeen and Miss Lacy
-MitChell were winners the past two
weeks in the Lucky Fotoquiz Shopping
Contest.
An urgent need for furnished homes,
apartments, rooms, and trailer spaces
for rent is needed by families here for
construction of the natural gas system,
according to the Murray Chamber of
Commerce.
Dr. H. C. Chiles will show slides of
The Holy Land at Poplar Spring Baptist
Church.
Births reported include a girl, Janet
Lynn, to Mr. and Mrs. Russell Phelps
on May 11.
30 Years Ago
Preston Ty Holland will serve as
supervisor of the Murray City Park and
Playgrounds for the summer.
Murray State College officials sat
five hundred students registered June 3
on the first day of the summer session.
Deaths reported include Henry A.
Alsman, Mrs. Earl Lockhart, age 37,
Mrs. Edith Mayfield Rogers, age 56,
Miss Lurline Cunningham, age 21, Mrs.
Ella David, age 81, Mrs. Mary
Elizabeth McConnell Routon, age 85,
Mrs. Geneva Thomas, age M, and Tony
Thomas, age ninetee3 months.
Janet Key, Jean Putson, Jennell Foy,
Marion Workman, Ronald Thompson,
William Foy, Joseph Miller, Eugene
Barnett, and Dale Todd will attend 4-H
Junior Week at Lexington. They will be
accompanied by Rachel Rowland,
county home demonstration agent, and
S. V. Foy, county agent.
Mrs. Nix Crawford will be chairman
of the Girl Scout Day Camp to open
June 10 at the City Park. Mrs. Tom
Rowlett is head of the camping
program.
Births reported include a boy, Billy
Richard, to Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Wilson
on June 5, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Moore on June 1, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. William Dickinson on June 5.
Marriages reported include Dorothy
Holland to Hugh P. Kelso, and Betty
Jewel Lyles to Charles Nanney on May
28.
40 Years Ago
A rain that fell heaviest west and
north of Murray the night of June 2
brought a great measure of relief to
parched Calloway County farms.
This year's program at the
Backusburg Homecoming celebration
on July 4 will surpass all previous
programs both as to variety and as to
quality, according to Prince Hughes,
chairman of the Backusburg
association.
The United States Senate ratified an
amendment to the relief-deficiency bill
carrying an appropriation to start work
on the Gilbertsville and Watts Bar TVA
Dams during the fiscal year beginning
July 1.
The Murray Hosiery Mills, Inc., has a
weekly payroll of $1500. It recently was
reorganized and opened here.
Deaths reported include Mrs. R. B.
Holland, age 62, Robert Boss Wynne,
age 78, Mrs. Irene Ford Bradley, Miss
Willie Worthing, age 40, and Robert
Paris Ellison, age 42.
Marriages reported include Irene
Grogan to J. W. Young on May 19.
Plate lunches are advertised at
twenty cents each at the Aurora Lunch,
located just across from the Postoffice.
Bible Thought
My little children, let us not love
in word, neither hi tongue; hut in
deed and in truth. 1 John 3:18,
Children Play "show and tell" inkindergarten. Adults should mimic
this — showing in their lives the love
?tat their tongues profess.
By EVANS WITT
Associated Press Writer
Copyright. c. by The Associated Press.
1976. All rights reserved.
NEW YORK (AP) — Ronald Reagan
has made a strong impression during
this campaign year with his advocacy
of higher military spending and a
overhaul of the welfare system, an
Associated Press poll shows.
Reagan's stands provide the two
clearest links between a candidate and
an issue in the otherwise blurred pic-
ture of presidential contenders and
positions that Americans now see after
four months of intensive primary
campaigning.
In the poll designed to probe
Americans' views on the issues, the
only other clear link of a candidate and
an issue comes from supporters of
Rep. Morris Udall with their accurate
perception of his views and their
concern about pollution, civil rights and
solving energy problems.
The survey, conducted for The AP by
the Roper Organization of New York
between May 8 and May 15, found that
an average of more than half of the
potential voters didn't know where
their favorite candidate stands on five
major issues.
The other major findings of the poll
were:
—Economic issues head the list of
Americans' concerns during this
election year, with 59 per cent of those
questioned naming inflation, unem-
ployment or holding down government
spending as their main worry.
—Crime was the second biggest
concern for Americans. Lawlessness in
general, drug abuse and criminal acts
by public officials were all in the top
five issues.
—About 57 per cent of all Americans
are choosing a candidate to support for
his personal qualities, not for his stands
on the issues. More than 58 per cent of
Jimmy Carter's supporters, for
example, said personal factors were
the basis for their decision, compared
to only 20 per cent who cited issues.
—In addition to more than half of the
people not knowing where the can-
didates stand, many supporters were
wrong in naming where their favorite
candidate stood on five major issues.
Carters' backers were the most likely
to name the wrong stand for their
contender, missing four out of five
issues picked to differentiate among the
candidates.
During the second week in May when
the poll was conducted, California Gov.
Edmund G. Brown Jr. and Sen. Frank
Church scored their initial primary
victories. Because the national per-
ceptions of Brown and ChurcIthad not
then taken shape, the poll did not test
their supporters' perceptions.
By the date of the interviewing,
Alabama Gov. George C. Wallace had
stopped campaigning and was running
fourth in delegates. Thus, his sup-
porters' perceptions were also not
tested.
Reagan's supporters stand out in the
poll above those of other candidates for
their precision in pegging his stands on
military spending and welfare.
By a 65-9 margin, his backers
correctly linked him with pushing for
more money for national defense. But
even then 26 per cent of his supporters
could not say where he stood.
Reagan's supporters are the main
reservoir of concern about U.S.-U.S.S.R
relations and military spending found
by the poll. About 22 per cent of his
backers named these two issues as the
most important ones, close to double
the figure for any other candidate.
Looking at the poll another way,
concern over detente is centered with
self-identified conservatives. About 14
per cent of the conservatives named it
the major issue, compared with only 9
per cent of moderates and 10 per cent of
liberals.
The former California governor's
supporters also correctly linked him by
a 51-8 edge with proposals to turn the
welfare system back to state control.
Even for Reagan, however, his
supporters' view of his stand on issues
blurs when they move away from the
two top positions.
They incorrectly said by a 25-16
margin that he supports dismantling
the oil companies. But 59 per cent of his
backers didn't know where he stood on
this issue.
By narrow margins, they correctly
said he favors a constitutional amen-
dment to end abortions and opposes the
goverment guarantee of a job to
everyone. But the percentages of those
who didn't know his stand on the issues
was far higher than on the military and
. welfare questions.
Reflecting this precision in their
views, Reagan's supporters were the
lowest of any candidates' in saying
personal factors were the basis for their
decision. But 48 per cent of his backers
still cited personality over issues.
About 29 per cent of those who said
Reagan is their favorite candidate cited
issues as the reason for their decision,
the same percentage of Udall's backers
who cited issues as their reason. About
57 per cent of his supporters say per-
sonal factors were the basis for their
decision.
Udall's supporters correctly gauged
his stand on all five issues examined in
the poll, the best showing of any can-
didate. Here are the issues and the
margins by which his supporters
named his stand correctly:
—For government guaranteed jobs,
47-19;




—Against spending more on military-.
53-20;
—Against turning welfare back tc
state, 25-20.
It is no surprise that Udall has the
greatest percentage of supporters who
identify themselves as liberals, since he
has said he is the liberals' candidate.
The poll found 61 per cent of his support
came from people who identify
themselves as liberals.
Udall's supporters also named issues
long identified as liberal as their main
concerns far more than any other
candidates'.
For example, solving energy
problems and insuring equal rights for
Americans of all races were each
major issues for 23 per cent of Udall's
supporters, ranking right behind in-
Counter Protest
A former member of the
violence-prone Black Panthers
has been named acsistant dean
of Eastern Connecticut State




tiation and unemployment. Next was
air and water pollution with 202er cent.
No other candidate's suppoffirs cited
those issues with nearly that frequency.
Only on one of five issues did Carter's
supporters pick his position correctly —
government guaranteed jobs — which
they pegged by a 42 per cent to 14 per
cent margin.
But most of the supporters of all the
candidates listed in the survey
correctly identified the positions of
their favorite candidate on this issue
that has been a prime focus of
Democratic legislative efforts this year
in Congress.
President Ford's supporters
correctly identified his positions on
three issues, missed on one and split
evenly on the other.
Reagan's influence with the GOP
partisans was most clearly seen in the
responses of Ford's supporters on the
welfare issue.
Ford's backers said he supports
turning welfare over to the states by a
40 per cent to 17 per cent margin. Ford
has said he favors welfare reform, but
has opposed placing the financial
burden of welfare solely on the states.
Just over 56 per cent of Ford's sup-
porters say personal factors were the
crucial factor in their decision to
support him, against 20 per cent who
cited his stands on the issues. About 18
per cent said both factors were crucial.
Non-candidate Sen. Hubert Hum-
phrey was the choice of some of those
interviewed. Their explanation of their
reasons for picking the Minnesota
Democrat broke down this way:
—Personal factors, 66 per cent;
—Issues, 17 per cent;
—Both, 16 per cent; and
—Don't know, 5 per cent.
Supporters of Washington Sen. Henry
M. Jackson, who has halted active
campaigning, gave the following ex-
planation of their support for the
Washington democrat:
—Personal factors, 65 per cent •
—Issues, 11 per cent;
—Both 13 per cent; and
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I Let's Stay Well
A Cure For Diabetes?
Is there any hope of curing
sugar diabetes in humans?
The answer is Not at this time,
but relief for diabetics may
come within the next few years.
Animal research on this problem
is progressing and looks en-
couraging.
Sugar diabetes comes about
from a lack of adequate insulin.
Insulin is secreted by special
cells or islets of Langerhans) in
the pancreas. a soft organ about
the sue of a large hotilog which
extends across the upper abdo-
men, behind the intestines and
below the liver. In a normal per-
son, the pancreas contains about
- one million insulin-secreting
A method has been developed
which Separates thee Weis from
the remainder of the pancreatic
tissue. The separation is a
chemical or digestive prat
that yields about 10 per cent of
the islets. which are purified and
concentrated. ,
Separate experimental work
By F.J.L Blasingame, M.D.
shows that isolated human or
monkey isle cells maintain their
capacity to produce insulin in re-
sponse to glucose in a manner
similar to that which regularly
occurs in a healthy person
Islet concentrates prepared
from monkey pancreases were
Injected into vem.s of diabetic
monkeys so that the islets would
flow in the circulation to the
liver. In it, many' of the islets sur -
vive and produce a number of
separate islands of islet cells
capable of producing insulin.
The results of the islet con-
centrate injections into the
diabetic monkeys largely
reversed diabetes in them.
According to John Najarian.
M.D. chief of surgery at the
University of Minnesota Hospital
in Minneapolis, as reported in
Medical World News, the animal
research has progre,sed so thal -
human trials on a limited basLs
tiaay take place in a few months.
• At Najarian said. "We think
transplant ation of 10 per cent to
20 per cent of the million islets in
the human pancreas would be
necessary to correct diabetes...
Research teams in other medi-
cal schools are reporting
progress in islet transplants in
primates.
Hopefully, the insulin produc-
tion from the transplanted Lslets
will be sufficient to make insulin
injections unnecessary and
maintain glucose to normal
levels, relieving also many of the
signs and symptoms of diabetes.
More research and testing
with favorable results will be re
quired before such treatment
can be expected to become
available to the many diabetics
who might benefit from it.
Q. Mr. V.J., who is over 50
years old. requests help for dry.
scaly skin which he has had
most of his life.
A. You have apparently a skin
Blasutgame
medication taken by mouth is
helpful. Symptomatic relief can
be obtained by avoiding ex
ces.sive bathing and soaping and
by lubricating your skin
faithfully, especially during
winter.
Q Mr. D.M. wants to Imov,
how many states require th,
fluoridation of public water sup
plies to lessen tooth decay.
A According to our informa
lion, laws requiring fluoridation
of public water supplies exist in
the following nine states: Con
necticUt, Delaware. Georgia. II
linois, Michigan, Minnesota
Nebraska, Ohio, and Souttl
Dakota
Also, in other states not having
such laws, many communities
require fluoridation. Natural'
fluorides occur in a number of
areas of the nation fluoridation
is beneficial principally to •
ailment known as ichthyosis Younger persons during the.
redttra-al,--wrirratty regattted---RrowerstalM"Drmill-ttytti-----
as an inherited condition No owl" aft 4.1w1 re Maricale
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Paradise Kennels ........ . . . . 8 4
Don's Auto Repair .... ........ 7 5
Joe Smith's Discount Carpet . . . 7 5
Owen Food Mkt 7 5
Disie Cream Donut Shop 6 6
Corvette Lanes  6 6
Team 05 5 -
Smith's Poultry 5 7
Key Used Cars 1 8
Team 63 3 9
High Team Game (SC)
Don's Auto Repair 510:0
Dine Cream Donut Shop 589
Paradise Kennels . 582
High Team Game (14C)
Team 03 
Dixie ('ream Donut Shop 
Don's klo Repair -8u
High Team Series ;SC
Dixie Cream Donut Shop 170$
Team 05 1675
Don's Repair Shop  1667
High Team Series (HC)
Dine Cream Donut Shop 2284
Don's Auto Repair 2:4.
Team 05 




High lad. Game (ITC)
Joan Herndon 
Lois Smith 
Mary Smith  :Au
High lad.Serica(SC)
Lois Smith 576
Mary Smith  . 531
Joan Herndon 507





Lois Smith  174
Mary Smith 166
Joan Herndon  151
Marie Gipson  151
Elhelene sic-canon 149
Vicki ICingins  146
Jeanette Willallna 145
Pat Scott  144
Nancy Todd 143









$1,154,069 in federal funds to
purchase services for the
elderly in the next fiscal year.
The money is a 6.4 per cent
decrease from this year.
Gov. Julian Carroll said
Wednesday the state will
appropriate $105,976 to make
up the difference in federal
funds received under Title III
of the Older Americans Act.
Carroll said the state ap-
propriation should permit
services to the elderly to
continue at their current level.
The total appropriation
includes $757,000 to match the
federal funds.
District Office
Off To Good Start
WASHINGTON AY — The
new district office of the U.S.
Mining Enforcement and
Safety Administration at
Madisonville, Ky., is off to a
good start, according to
Herschel Potter, chief of
MESA's Safety Division.
Potter said Wednesday that
the office, elevated to district
status March 24, has
established a good safety
relationship with operators
and miners in the western
Kentucky coalfields.
The area, where about
12,000 miners produce about a
million tons of coal a week,
has not had a mining fatality
in 1976.
The area had 15 last year
five between June 18 and July
6




Tour To Be The Last
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
New officials in charge of
Kentucky's prisons system
say this year's press tour of
the institutions will be the last
because the trip will no longer
be necessary.
Justice Secretary John L.
Smith, currently serving also
as acting Corrections Com-
missioner, said Wednesday
that "before too long it will be
possible for a reporter to walk
up to the gates at any of our
facilities, identify himself and
go on in."
Hence, Smith said, there
should . be no need for future
press tours.
The third annual tour is
—s4leduled for June 17 and
June 18. More than 70 news
media representatives have
applied for the trip.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sul:limb...4 who hall! not
received their home
delivered copy el The
Murray ledger & Times by
5.10 pm Monday friday or
by 3 30 p rig on Saturdays
,,reed to call 753 1916
between 530 pa and 6
pa Moeda, Froday or
330 p.a. and 4 p.m Sorter
deys to MHO. elioli•ory of
the newspaper Calls must
be placed by 6 p ro week
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ROSE STOMES, Svc
Many styles in creative





Choose from he back, tube styles w
ith
hook front, or tie neck backless styles
Available in Small Medium or Large









1494 96t 6 Each
Fashionable denim shorts in a
variety of styles Available in
brushed, ore-washed or plain













A FLARE . . . .








Short sleeve cool cotton shirts in bnght
colors or heat transfer prints. Men's












Many styles of gills' swimsuits in
easy-to-care for materials An
array of colors and prints to
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Knit shirts with motorcycle design on
front Ripley's shirts with novelty sayings
in many colors. Both shirts are 100% cot-






Colorfully screen printed dorm shirts
complete with string bikini panty Sizes







Fashionable 22' x 22 ban






























Now You Can Afford To Make











Mon. Night Only 5 fit 8





Colt Smith & Wesson




We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come











641 South Phone 753-9491
Astro Car Wash







Murray Home & Auto
The Store for lie
Outdoor Sportsman
Murray's Baer.
Qualified Bear Archery Service
SINon< 753 2571
Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting 8. Fishing Licenses
I me • 1r I se;
Tennis Department
Jerry's Restaurant
S. 12th St. 753-3226
Eating Is A Family Affair
6:3011:00 Sun thru Thurs.
6:30-1:00 Fri. 8, Sat.
Storey's
Foodalant
Open 7 Days A Week
8a. m. 10:00 p. m.




[ Spring and Summer
OD WO
Outdoor Lore is dedicated to the hunters, fishermen and others who enioy the out-of doors
"...My own personal and
special critter, the fox."
"A peculiar virtue in
wildlife ethics is that the
hunter ordinarily has no
gallery to applaud or
dissapprove of his conduct.
Whatever his acts, they are
dictated by his own con-
science, rather than by a mob
of onlookers. It is difficult to
exaggerate the importance of
this fact."
—Aldo Leopold
Succumbing to spring rains
that douse human endeavor, I
quietly grow listless. I realize
that my efforts stand undone
by viewing the half secured
By Johnny M. Bramel
Guest Writer
into the brush only to junction
again up the trail. This fox
eventually broke off to follow




and would confiscate the
admiration of Sherlock
Holmes himself. The warmth
of a mouse would faintly melt
the snow from under a leaf to
betray his presence. We often
passed the tell-tale signs of a
scuffle in the snow between
the fox and the mouse: The
many dog-like droppings and
scats composed of fur and tiny
bones assured us of kills.
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woodpile, jumbled
erroneously behind the shed,
and the drowned garden,
turned by the plow but not yet
tilled and planted.
When the chores suppress
and command the laborer
instead of vice-versa, it is time
to dip into the reservoir of fond
and special recollections...I
dwell upon my own personal
and special critter, the fox.
My encounters with foxes
are most unusual and
memorable events. One such
encounter occured during the
only appreciable snowfall that
• fell upon Land Between the•
• Lakes this winter. With heavy•
• snowfall throughout the night,
•• the morning. Winter' scene was
foretold.
A frequent outdoor com-
panion of mine, being the avid
hunter and woodsman he is,
routed our walk_ We reached
our starting point long before
sunrise, armed with
binoculars and a day pack
stuffed with lunch. We
launched our snowy excursion
into the soft wonderland
content in our heavy coats and
breathing moist breaths
through mufflers of wool.
Sunrise revealed silver
branches and heaped mounds
of cold white. Slight winds
produced a sparkled at-
mosphere, shimmering to the
ground. But also disclosed,
The trail of the foxes
dominates in my remem-
brances of that snow-clad day.
Numerous other times I've
chanced to spot foxes: from
the red fox of Fayette Coun-
ty's Bluegrass pastures to the
gray fox who dashed across
Barne's Hollow's bottoms.
Game biologists consider the
red and the gray fox common
state wide.
I had always maintained a
• ,f
dogs," are usually heavier
than the vixens. The male
stands about fourteen inches
at the shoulder.
The species is termed
"polytypic," meaning that
there are several color
schemes possible. The two
extremes possible from the
red phase are the -black" fox,
which is black all over, and
the "cross" fox, his darkish
pelt is marked with black or
dark stripes along the spine
and shoulders. The "silver"
phase maintains a black
pelage with white-tipped fur
which does occur in the wild
and was selectively bred by
fur farmers when the demand
for fox fur was high. Regar-
dless of the color phase, the
red fox always has a white-tail
tip. Audubon painted each
possibility singularly and
failed to illustrate the white
tip on the "cross" fox. Any
occurance of albino redfoxes
die at birth or soon after.
One facet of predator-prey
relationship is the fox cannot
be seen by its color-blind
prey: the red coat is seen by
rabbits and rodents as the
same color of the surrounding
environment, the entire scene
appearing gray.
The pupils of the fox's eyes
are elliptical when contracted,
while those of all other wild
bind domestic canines are
und. There is a small gland
the base of the tail which
provides a pungent musty
odor, sometimes revealing the
fox's presence. The senses of
sight, smell and hearing are
keen and foxes are quite
vocal, eliciting howls, barks,
and whines. The male fox
yelps while the female yaps.
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certain amount of spite
toward those who found sport
in labeling this crafty animal
a ''varrnit" and shot him with
high velocity rifles. This
stemmed from a feeling that
these people had been won
over from the commercialism
of the gun magazines who
constantly touted, during what
is considered the "off season,"
the often misunderstood
concept of "predator control.-
Aldo Leopold stated in A Sand
County Almanac that "...the
sporting press no longer
represents sport; it has turned
billboard for the gadgeteer."
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even vividly exposed, was the
nocturnal route of the
secretive fox.
The steady pace was evident
from the deep, evenly spaced
gray fox prints. The business-
like attitude with which they
traversed the snow covered
dirt road unveiled the fact that
these creatures had labored
the route before. Foxes tend to
follow established trails. A
pair of foxes had passed
through, sometimes a third set
of tracks would drift from the
woods, travel with the first
two for awhile, then slip back
4
Speaking honestly, my
image of the fox stands
somewhat embellished in the
light of accurate game
biologist's information.
Engaging the facts, let us
secure the stature of the fox.
The red fox is a beautiful
reddish-yellow member of the
dog family, Canidae. This
small carnivore walks on his
toes with an adult's length
ranging thirty-six to krty-six
overall, twelve to sixteen
inches of long, flowing tail.
The adult red fox weighs sixth •
fourteen pounds; the males, or .
The fox is part of our
"primitive" fauna, being
naturally indigenous to North
America. His remains have
been found in Indian middens
or refuse heaps ) dating back
to 2,000 B. C.
The red fox species is
widespread. found from the
As-tic to the Mexican border.
Florida alone is without any
red foxes at all. The European
red fox is now considered the
same species as the
American. Man has actually
increased the red fox's range
by his agricultural practices
and the clearing of forests, for
the red fox prefers farmland
and other open areas.
All foxes are generally
solitary through the winter;
the red males seek out the
unattached females in
January or February to breed
during her extremely short
period of heat. A litter of 2-10
(average 5) is born in March
or April.
During most of the year, red
foxes sleep on top of the
ground sheltered by brush or
thickets, but for the breeding
season they maintain a den
( sometimes two, one for
emergencies). The den is
often a woodchuck burrow
(the woodchuck sometimes is
consumed during eviction
proceedings) modified or
enlarged by the vixen. The
characteristic den, lacking the
'earth mound at the tunnel
entrance and debris littering
the area, often has several
entrances.
Those who observe the litter
and parents describe strong
family bonds and extensive
training sessions. The
"emotions" or actions elicited
by the characters of Charles
G. D. Roberts' book, Red Fox,
which I consider one of the two
best wild animal classics, are
all encompassing and truely
memorable.
The family unit remains
until late fall, disbanding into
singles until the next breeding
season. The young who sur-
vive their first winter will
produce a litter the following
spring. It is thought that foxes
mate for life, searching out
one another with each
breeding season, but it is not
known for sure.
In captivity a fox has a life
expectancy of ten to twelve
years; in the wild, probably
five to six.
A most distinguishing dif-
ference in the gray fox to the
• is,
I
red is the fact that the former
readily climbs trees, our only
dog family member to do so.
The gray fox is slightly
smaller in size and weight
than the red, with no color
variations except the ex-
tremely rare black individual.
The gray fox is more noc-
turnal and also prefers a
warmer climate. Distributed
throughout the U.S. expect
maybe not in Idaho, Montana,
and North and South Dakota)
and down through New
Mexico and Central America,
but existing in a very limited
Canadian range.
The gray fox is considered
more numerous than the red
and prefers forested regions;
in Kentucky the wooded
bottom-lands and brushy hills.
Denning in hollow logs or
rock crevices, gray foxes
produce an average litter of
five after mating in February
or early March. Their
gestation period is 51 to 6.3
days.
The diet of the red and gray
fox are similar and for
determining the mainstay of
their diet, it is safest to say:
They consume whatever is
most available in the habitat.
Barbour and Davis report in
Mammals of Kentucky that
cottontail rabbits make up
nearly half of the diet. The
results of the Crordirn Wildlife
Service stomach content in-
vestigations show small
rodents, such as deer mice,
meadow voles and red-backed
voles make up over 90 per cent
of their diet. In Kentucky
meadow voles, prairie deer
mice, and white-footed mice,
with a doubt, provide a great
bulk of the fox diet. At this
point be reminded that at the
maximum rate of increase
and with no mortality, a
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oleadow mouse could have
more than a million descen-
dants in one year. Most game
biologists consider mice the
preferred and number one
food item of foxes.
Foxes also eat rats, birds,
eggs, snakes, insects, a
variety of vegetation, and also
carrion of any kind, thriving
on the immense volume of
road kills. Viscera from field-
dressed deer are important
food when available, often in
the critical winter period.
They will consume fur and
bones, but refuse to ingest
feathers.
The fox has been known to
plague the chicken yard, but
too often this is a reflection
that the farmer has failed to
provide proper and protective
housing and shelter for his
flock. Doubtless in some
.0:•-•  •
per year. During the same
period 4,439 red fox pelts were
dealt, an average of 887 per
year. Of the 8,488 hunters from
the questionnaire only seven
indicated they sold any furs in
74-75.
In Kentucky the gray fox
may be taken year round
without a limit by a hunter
with a valid license. The red
fox is subject to a regulated
season, with no limit in
season.
Foxes are often hunted with
hounds during night sessions
and the prey is not usually
killed. The gray usually trees
and offers little sport. But
cunning Reynard seems to
enjoy the chase and his
sagacity is admired by those
who listen to the baying while
sitting at the campfire.
There are natural forces
that control predator and prey
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situations an individual
animal must be eliminated,
but one should remember that
the predators are a year-
round benefit to agriculture.
At one time large scale
elimination efforts were
carried on with great expense
to eradicate the predator so as
to increase the game species.
Now biology and wildlife
research illustrates that these
"varmints" are not varmints,
but they play a valid role in
our wildlife communities.
Durward L. Allen of the
Wildlife Management
Institute states: "Our best
evidence indicates that in-
many cases the.most effective
way to control predators is to
provide their prey with a
better habitat in which to live.
A favorable range usually
produces in spite of
predators..."
The foxes' effects on game
populations are negligible.
Extensive poisonings,
bounties, and killing cam-
paigns are now considered
outdated and totally uncalled
for.
Allen continues: "Hunt the
predators? Those, like the fox
and crow, that are prolific and
plentiful, yes. They provide
sport and some wear fun."
It must be stressed that
"predator control" is to be
dealt with in discrete and
selective terms, including an
understanding of the biology
and economics involved.
The tabulations from a
Kentucky Fish and Wildlife
Department questionnaire
show that 8,488 Kentucky
hunters killed just over 5,000
foxes during the 74-75 season.
The more accurate figures are
for pelt purchases: In 5
trapping seasons, 68-69
through 72-73, fur-buyers in
Kentucky bought 8,852 gray










elements such as vegetation,
diseases, and parasites
constantly operate a "fluc-
tuating balance," for nothing
in nature is so constant as
change. Unfortunately, fox
populations do sometimes get
out of hand and the
decimating factor is often
disease. Mange among the
over-abundance is commonly
a first index of unhealthy
numbers. The carnivores are
particularly susceptible to
epizootics (rabies and
distemper) that affect the
central nervous system.
During the late forties and
early fifties fox populations
exploded over most of the U.
S. with rabies outbreaks
particularly serious in New
York and Pennsylvania. By
1956 an "artic" form of rabies
was demolishing abounding
foxes in Ontario and not until
1960, after several years of
very few animals, did the
cycle pattern allow local in-
creases.
Rabbits are also prone to
such decimation cycles
brought on by such diseases
and parasites such as the
wart-disease, eye-disease,
liver-fluke, and the flesh-fly.
Superficial observation of
regional or area die-offs of
rabbits sometimes causes
uninformed people to attribute
their deaths to foxes.
So, foxes are a valuable part
of our natural fauna, per-
forming a role both necessary
and interesting.
Enlated when afforded the
view of a fox, I realize they are
the heritage of the woods and
wild fields, and the immensity
of what they have to show me




Drawings from "Wildlife Sketchbook" by Ned Smith in National Wildlife








































































































































































































Bowhunters: A Breed Apart
What immediately comes to
mind when the word
Bowhunter is mentioned is the
looks that we get when
traveling among our
uninitiated brethren during
the hunting season. It must be
the camouflage face paint
which seizes them first. The
double takes that they per-
form are well worth the dif-
ficulty involved in overlooking
their innocence regarding our
sport.
One lady, from out of state,
was indulging herself in a
Jack's super burger when out
of the blue walked a bunch of
Bowhunters bent on a hot
lunch at that noted Aurora
location. The date was right
close to halloween and, you
guessed it, she explained to
her excited children that we
were probably on our way to a
halloween party. Well, it must
have seemed so when six adult
males walked in camouflaged
from head to foot. We enjoyed
our whopper's a-la Jack and
returned to the woods for the
afternoon hunt.
Of pond mud camouflage
there are a number of stories
which support its use as a
superior camo agent. It is
found wherever the good
Lord's soil and water chance
to mingle, forming an element
loved by little children and
sole adult males and females
who chance to hunt the
whitetailed deer with bow and
arrow.
Pond mud camouflage has
saved at least one hunt for this
writer and has probably
contributed to the success of
others. This medium of
camouflage may be applied
liberally, at no cost to the
user, and is readily
rernoveable with further
application of water.
The magic of pond mud




EUFAULA, Ala. (AP ) —
Tom Mann, one of the best-
known bass fishermen in the
country, figured he knew as
much as the next guy about
the cantankerous critters'
habits.
Then he built a research
aquarium in his lure
manufacturing plant, and that
taught him some things he
never even dreamed of such
as:
—Fish are afraid of the
dark.
—They are finicky eaters. A
bass will grab a channel
catfish minnow with
frightening speed, but he'll
turn away from a mudcat
minnow.
—Bas apparently spawn
when they get ready and,
contrary to an old belief, not
necessarily when the water
temperature reaches a certain
level. In the research tank,
Mann says, the spawning time
varied as much as three
months.
With his newly acquired
knowledge. Mann is off now on
a new research project, to see
if he can develop a species of
superbass, bigger than any
ever caught. The world
record, which has stood for 44
years, is 22 pounds, 4 ounces.
The former game warden is
stocking his "super hawg
hole," a 10-acre pond just off
Lake Eufaula, with forave
fish—gizzard shad, shiners
and threadf in shad. They will
provide food for the Florida
bass which will go into the
pond.
Mann says he will use
nothing but female bass, five
pounds or bigger, "and we'll
put so much food in the lake
that they can stay in one place
and suck 'em in. I believe they
camo is that it will cover
almost any color or reflection
in one application unless the
user thinks his situation
requires the ultimate second
coat. Care should be taken not
to apply to much pond mud
camo because it has a ten-
dency to set-up in the manner
of concrete.
Of the faith that serious
Bowhunters possess and the
instances when that faith pays
off, the stories are legend.
What is it that drives a
bowhunter to sit an afternoon,
stand for 24 consecutive days
without positive results only to
score on the 25th evening?
What draws a bowhunter to
hunt in this manner for
several years without taking
his quarry.
These questions have'an
answer rooted in faith and
resultant positive thinking.
We bowhunters have learned
that where its at is not in the
kill but in the hunt.
True, there are a great
many bowhunters and sport
hunters who gauge a hunts
success by the amount of
game taken but, there is a
growing number of hunters,
both bow and sports, who will
tell you that the hunt is more
important than the kill.
Such a shift in priorities is
not to become soft but to
become more deeply tied to an
appreciation of nature and the
inner satisfaction received
when one acquires the ability
to go into the natural en-
vironment and become a part
of it without disturbing the
natural tranquility.
Such is the stuff of faith and
positive thinking. To come
away from an uneventful
evening hunt and have the
feeling of fullfilment is a gift
so perfect that it cannot be
explained to someone who has
not chanced to experience the
will grow like hogs and we'll
get a pond full of super
monsters."
Within five or six years, he
expects to have bass bigger
then anything yet seen.
"The reason we want all
females, and Florida bass, if
possible," he explains, "is
because male bass seldom
exceed five pounds. And
Florida bass live longer and
grow bigger."
If the experiment works,
Mann says, he will know how
to stock other ponds and what
food to use, to produce giant
bass.
Mann built the research
tank in the lobby of his plant to
find out how bass live and how
they react to climactic
changes.
Look at here! Ricky Lowe and Jerry Maupin show off
some nice bass they hung in Kentucky Lake. Jerry used a
"broken arm cast bender" to catch his 6 pounder. Other
fishermen successful recently were Jackie Vaughn and
Bruce Walker who reportedly brought in a stringer by
using chartreuse Bowling Big "Vs.''




We are back with the four
wheeler comments this week
after a one week absence
brought on by a search and
rescue mission and other
engagements such as work, It
was nice to know we were
missed.
Last Thursday night a week
ago, the Rescue Squad
telephoned to ask for some
assistance in a search for two
lads who had been reported
missing at Wildcat Creek for
about six hours. The rain was
falling steadily and there was
some degree of concern that
the boys could be hurt
somewhere in the back
country with their trail bike.
Within twenty minutes of
the call, seven four wheel
drive vehicles of the Twin
Lakes Four Wheelers
equipped with two way radios
were on the way to the scene.
After a hasty check-in with the
Rescue Squad van, areas were
designated to each four
wheeler and the trip back into
the slippery, muddy terrain
began. Numerous searchers,
both members of the Rescue
Squad and others on foot, were
already at work. Two four
wheel drive pickups were
back on the trails but one of
these was already stuck. The
rain continued to fall.
To those of you not familiar
with the Wildcat Creek
terrain, which lies beyond the
public campground and boat
lunching ramp, it is a densely
populated woodland which
abounds with many hills and
ditches etc. Some of it is open
brushland and I have been told
that there are over forty miles
of motorcycle trails which
wander in and around the
area. Having traveled many
of these, I would testify that
there is much, much trail in
the area.
One old county road, a
deeply rutted dirt path long
ago abandoned by most
passenger cars, penetrates
into the area. When it is dry it
is almost impassable to most
vehicles except trail bikes,
dune buggies, and four wheel
drives. When it is really wet,
as it was last Thursday night,
it becomes truly rugged going.
The four wheelers plunged
into the back country with
determination. The smaller,
more maneuverable little
Jeeps were used to search the
motorcycle trails which are
narrow and very hard to
travel in places, especially
when slick. The larger rigs
stayed with the main trails.
In less than an hour the CB
radio announced that the boys
had been found and they were
all right, except for being cold
and wet. Club president,
Sonny Hooks, along with
another club member, Dale
Spencer, had located them at
the very back end of the
Wildcat Creek area. They
were some four miles from the
nearest searchers on foot. The
trails were so slick it was
almost impossible to stand up
on them, let alone drive on
them, especially with a
motorcycle.
As soon as it was deter-
mined that the boys were all
right and they were on the way
out, the Red Runt's winch
went into action to remove two
four wheel drive pickups that
were stuck on one section of
the trail. With this ac-
complished, we proceeded out
to the campground.
The radio announced that
Pebbles Paschall had
managed to get his pickup
high centered on the far trail
and that Eddie Chapman had
already managed to break a
Snatchem Strap trying to pull
him out with his Jeep CJ5. The
call came for the winch and
the Red Run (Jeep CJ5)
ventured back out into the
muddy night. It was deter-
mined that the truck needed to
be pulled out backward up the
slick hill and the Red Run was
anchored to a large tree on the
top side with a stout log chain.
The winch cable was attached
to the pickup and Pebbles was
on his way again. Alois Leslie
led the group back into town
for a hasty cleanup.
Big Bear Tatlock had suf-
fered a small dent to the front
fender when a tree attacked
his pickup and Chapman's CJ-
5 experienced a wounded
tailgate where the broken
Snatchemstrap had smacked
it but everything else was all
right.
The four wheelers were
proud to be of assistance to the
Rescue Squad which-oversaw
the rescue and added another
achievement to its growing
list of good deeds for the
community. The citizens of
feeling himself. Maybe my
chance will come tomorrow
night or the next. Will I be
there? You can bet on it!
Of the success that comes to
the few it must be experienced
to be believable.
Witness the scene of last
year when, after several years
without taking game, my good
friend, the Ghost, brought
down a magnificant buck
deer The word spread fast
and the by of the event swept
through all the Hardin
Bowhunters and was
culminated with a fine supper
of fresh deer liver and onions
served with home-made
biscuits. 1 joined the festivities
after making my own evening
hunt. What I came away with
was a feeling of closeness to
my fellows, a realization of
how much I loved what I was
doing and renewed deter-
mination to hunt and possibly
succeed.
Of the dedication of
bowhunters, there is a great
deal to be said. Witness that
upon yet nother evening of
last year's hunting season
another friend, he of the wasp
head and the Allen compound
bow, had made a good hit on a
buck deer at day's end. Upon
learning of his good fortune, a
search party was organized by
many of the tired bowhunters
who had just come into camp
The search continued into the
night, the trail was quite
difficult to follow but follow it
we did, carefully marking
each evidence of the deer's
passing. When it was decided
that no further good could be
done that night, the trail was
marked for an early morning
return. The deer was found
early the next morning further
on down the trail. Success
through dedication and
determination to be shared
again!
To many people we of the
pond mud and grease paint
are a perculiar lot. We bid you
join us in our sport. Come and
spend your time pursuing the
White-tailed deer with bow and
arrow. The rewards you will
reap are beyond counting You
may find that the uninitiated
will be taken aback by your
appearance should you stop by
I.G.A. on your way home. But
you will be richly rewarded
for every minute that is in-
vested in our ancient sport. Be
warned that infection often
follows the bugs bite and you
may well be infected with a
terminal case of bowhunting
fever.




Gilbertsville, Ky. - The
Barkley Room at Ken Bar Inn
was the site for voting action
in the First District Widlife
Resources Commissioner race
this week.
In standing room conditions,
nearly 600 persons par-
ticipated in the balloting
which favored two Murray
men by including them on a
list of five names were were
delivered to Governor Julian
Carroll Friday afternoon for
his review. From the list the
governor will appoint one
person to serve a four year
term as Commissioner for the
first wildlife district. The
commissioner will serve on
the Fish and Wildlife Corn-
-MIS:Skin. -Which is the gover-
ning body of the Kentucky
Department of Fish & Wildlife
Resources. Affirming their
eligibility and qualification to
vote, sportsmen from the first
district (comprised of 14
counties), swore an oath as
administered by R. H.
Twister) Garrison, Notary
Public, State at Large, and
Assistant Director of Lawn
Enforcement, Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources.
Following the signing of the
oath, nominations and
balloting for candidates was
Calloway County are indeed
fortunate to have the willing
and capable fellow citizens
who serve us frequently and
well on the Calloway County
Resell's. Squad. Thank you
fellows.
Two weeks ago the Twin
Lakes Four Wheelers made
their monthly trail ride in the
Turkey Creek area and a fine
time was enjoyed by all. At
one point the creek crossing
was about three feet deep in
water and the excellent little
Jeep CJ5 of Dean "Meaty"
Gardner managed to drown
out in the middle of it. The
Jeep promptly filled up with
water, soaking the passeng-
ers considerably. After being
recorded on film, the tow line
was attached and the Jeep
was led to higher ground.
A couple from Madisonville
who had become lost in the
area in a Ford truck were
assisted out with a winch. The
Sandblaster "Special" put on
a magnificent exhibiti,on of
trail running in the mud. The
rain fell on occasion and the
trails were pretty much a
challenge in places. The hill
climb was mastered only by
Hook's CJ5.
All others made some
ssaliant efforts but none were
successful, and one BAJA bug
that came along even manag-
ed to turn upside down in its
efforts to climb the hill. He
was set back on his wheels and
promptly retreated. A hot dog
roast was enjoyed by all and
the day came to a close.
Pebbles Paschall volun-
teered to lead Chapman's
Jeep in which had suffered a
contact between fan and
radiator. The fan won. There
was a slight detour on the way
home so the injured Jeep and
the protesting driver could be
led around the Courthouse





As stipulated by law, the top
five vote collecting names
were listed and certified as the
choice of those present to be
on the list of names to be
delivered by Arnold L. Mit-
chell, Commissioner of the
Dept. of Fish & Wildlife
Resources to the governor.
The General Chairmas,
Ferrell Miller of Murray,
Kentucky, announced the
names of thasa 0am4(i-fares nn
the list and are named as
follows according to the
sequence of titeir
nominations:
Arthur Curtis, a hydraulic
engineer from Paducah, Ky.
Mike Boatwright, a farmer
from Paducah, Ky.
Hugh Massey, a boat
manufacturer representative
from Murray, Ky.
Dr. Ellwood Brown, a
veterinarian from Murray,
Ky.
Willaim Martin, a retired
conservation officer from
Cadiz, Ky.
According to Kentucky law,
Governor Carroll will appoint





Bass fishing continue:, to be
hot in both Kentucky and
Barkley Lakes. Spinner baits,
worms, and crank baits have
been the ticket for many limit
stringers and some big
lunkers up to eight pounds.
Chartreuse, yellow, and white
seem to be the best colors for
spinner bait fishing, while
black, purple, and blue worms
have scored well on ole
linesides. In the crank bait
category, the reliable
crawfish color has been hot
again recently.
Most bass have been caught
in the coves off the main river
channel. They have been
taken off grass, buckbrush,
and tree tops. Since the water
has been unseasonably cool,
Mr. Bass is still in shallow
water, so it looks like most of
June should be great for bass
fishing.
Fred Herndon and Jim
Smith took a nice catch of bass
while fishing out of Cypress
Springs. They latched on to
thirteen bass, six crappie, and
one sauger while fishing the
brushline with Little Scooper
crank baits. Fred is a genuine
bass enthusiast. He fishes
every chance he gets and has
done extremely well this year.
He reports that thirteen times
this spring he has taken a limit
of bass from Kentucky Lake.
Fred is an active member and
past president of the Murray
Bass Club.
Several other local bass
casters have consistently
taken limit catches since early
February. Neil Stubblefield,
Danny Roberts, and Gary
Marquardt, just to name a
few, have had outstanding
success bass fishing this year.
Crappie fishing is still fair to
poor. Some fish can be caught
off the ledges and in the
shallows, but few big catches
have been reported.
Bream fishing is fair to good
with worms and crickets in
brush near the back of coves,
while catfishing is good with
trotlines baited with cut
herring.
Good luck and good fishing.
Jim Smith of Houston, Texas, and Fred Herndon used a
Little Scooper to take thirteen bass, six crappie, and a
sauger from Cypress Springs on Kentucky Lake.
Photo by Cypress Spring,. Resort
Hwy. 641 South 753-9131
Your U-Haul Headquarters
oliday ravel,Inc,.
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
Don McallItf GRAIrS014 McCtUIj
Take 91 East our of Murray for 2 mdes rwn r.ghf on 180
Follow 280 for 7 mates post Bonner $ Grocery lok•
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Alio Earl Ay 94 753-5693
Murray Bait Co.
Home of the longggg dozen
FRESHEST Bait Available In
The Lakes Area
Quality it Quantity Guaranteed
 4
BUCKS BODY SHOP
900 Sycamore 753 5142
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Triple Crown Series Ends
With Blemont Stakes Today
By ED SCHUYLER JR.
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) —
Theoughbred racing's war of
attrition, the Triple Crown
series, ended its 1976 run
today with the 108th running of
the $150,000-added Belmont
Stakes.
There were 10 3-year-olds
entered in the classic, its
largest field since a like
number ran in 1972, but only
Bold Forbes and Play The Red
were veterans of previous
Triple Crown encounters. Bold
Forbes won the Kentucky
Derby and finished third in the
Preakness. Play The Red was
eighth in the Derby and
second in the Preakness.
The others scheduled to go
to the post at 5:38 p.m. EDT,
were Aeronaut, McKenzie
Bridge, Mullineaux, Close To
Noon, Majestic Light, Great
Contractor, Best Laid Plans
and Quick Card.
Eight 3-year-olds started in
the Derby this year and five of
those went on to the
Preakness. Then there were
two.
The reduction was not
surprising. It happens every.











are the 1 1-2-mile distance of
the Belmont, the fact that the
Triple Crown grind takes a
lot out of a horse, and injury.
It was an injury that kept
Preakness winner Elo-
cutionist out of the
Belmont.
Figures show that in a 25-
year period beginning in 1952 a
total of 349 three-year-olds
started in the Kentucky Derby
and a total of 124 of them went
on to the Preakness. By
Belmont time there were only
64 left who had started in both
the Derby and Preakness.
And this year's two Derby-
Preakness survivors is not
the low number left for the
Belmont. There were four
years when there was only
one.
4-In 1954, Correlation
finished fifth in a 13-horse
field. The race was won by




The Racer Basketball Camp
for boys will be held at Murray
State University June 20
through the 26th.
The enrollment already has
exceeded the figure for the
past two years and Murray
State Coach Fred Overton said
that with the completion of the
renovation oi the Carr Health
Building, he camp will be
able to hod more players than
ever.
Registration for the camp
will fay; June 19.
Anyone interested in at-
ten ling the camp may contact
tti• basketball office at 762-
68 4 or•- the Continuing.
Ed ation Department at 762-
4150
Triple Crown debut.
+The next year, Nashua,
who was second in the Derby
and first in the Preakness,
beat seven opponents in the
Belmont. The Derby winner,
Swaps, stopped his Triple
Crown activity after that race
and went home to California.
The reason — his owner's
wish.
+In 1957, Preakness winner
Bold Ruler finished third in a
six-horse field. The race was
won by Gallant Man, who was
second in the Derby, but did
not start in the Preakness.
4-In 1968, Forward Pass, the
eventual winner of the con-
troversial Dancer's Image
Derby and also first in the
Preakness, finished second to
Stage Door Johnny in a nine-
horse field. Stage Door Johnny
had missed the Derby and
Preakness.
The largest number of
Derby-Preakness survivors in
a Belmont in the period since
1952 were five each in 1966 and
last year.
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Purcell, Outland-Austin
Advance In State Play
Mel Purcell, as expected, took two steps toward another
berth in the finals of the singles of the State Tennis Cham-
pionships in Lexington Friday afternoon.
In addition, the girls' doubles team of Kathy Outland
and Jill Austin also won a pair of matches and will be
playing in the finals today.
Purcell never even had time to work up a sweat in his
matches. He won 6-0 and 6-0 over Tommy Morton Bowling
Green and then in the quarterfinals, won by the same
scores over Bill Robbins of Louisville.
Purcell will meet third-seeded Paul Laung of
today. Purcell, seeded second, is expected to
collide in the finals with Mark Buechler of Louisville St.
Xavier in a rematch of last year's final match.
Outland-Austin won their first match 7-5 and 6-1 by
defeating Maria Stump and Ann Wauderman of Ashland.
In the semifinals, the second-seeded Murray duo won 6-2
and 6-2 over Laura Barnum and Laura Moore of Louisville
Country Day.
Outland-Austin will play top-seeded Jefferson-Ballard
today for the doubles title.
Also, Murray seventh grader Candy Jackson, making
her first State Tourney appearance, lost 6-1 and 6-1 to Lisa
Shepard of Covington in the girls' singles.
French Open Draws Mixed
Reactions From Playing Pros
By JOHN VINOUCUR
Associated Press Writer
PARIS 1AP) — It's the
toughest tennis tournament
in the World, Arthur Ashe says
of the French Open, with its
lifeless balls, its swampy red-
clay courts and its endless
supply of upset hunters who
creep out from behind the
tapestries to embarrass the
big-money men.
"I love it, it's beautiful! I'm
feeling great and I'm going to
make sofnebody unhappy
Cool Tip...
43) Zp ta LI
A14. ut Hot
Jobs
Do them after dark. On a hot day your air conditioner has
to work hard anyway. You put an extra load on -it-by run-
ning your heat producing appliances.
If you save at least some of the cooking, dishwashing,
clothes washing, and drying for the cooler hours, you'll
stay more comfortable and your air conditioner will use
less electricity.
So do your air conditioner and your pocketbook a favcrr
— save the hot jobs for later.




before it's over," says Steve
Krulevitz, one of the little guys
in Paris-via Baltimore-to do
the embarrassing in the
tournament that no American
has won in 21 years.
Whether it's the toughest or
the most delightful, the
French Open is a little bit like
the left field wall at Fenway
Park in Boston, or Custer's
Last Stand. The opinion
depends on what uniform
you're wearing. It's no fun to
be a right-handed pitcher or
the point man in the cavalry.
Ashe says it's no fun to be a
big server and volleyer like
himself, accustomed to grass
courts or other hard surfaces
and high-bouncing American
balls, and then to arrive in
Paris and change your game
for Roland Garros Stadium.
"Eight per cent of the
players in the world grow up
on clay courts," Ashe says.
• 'Guys like myself and John
Newcombe love the grass. It
suits our game and when
we're at Wimbledon, we know
- if we're truthful - that we
have a big advantage.
"There's no advantage
here. All your winning shots
drop dead. You have to stop
yourself from going for
winners. You've got to learn to
Play it safe." And there's
more, Ashe goes on: all the
preliminary rounds are five
sets. When you've played six
or seven matches in less than
two weeks on the soft red clay,
he says, your body feels as if
it's been beaten by a club.
Brian latt-frield, the Fort
Lauderdale, Fla., player who
fits between the Ashes ana ine
Krulevitzes - he's neither a
power server nor a moon-
bailer - says Paris "is so hard
that the guy who wins it really




Friday's play and into the
third round of the tournament,
but Charles Pasarell of
Santruce, Puerto Rico, didn't,
going out in five sets.
Ashe, conserving his
strength and all but conceding
one set to Ray Moore, beat the
South African 6-4, 6-4, 1-6. 6-3.
Gottfried rallied to defeat
Argentina's Elio Alvarez 3-6,
6-1, 7-6, 6-3 and Krulevitz took
Milan Holockek of
Czechoslovakia 6-3, 6-1, 4-6, 6-
3.
Two Californians came out
on the short end, though.
Balazs Taroczy of Hungary
beat Billy Martin of Palos
Verdes 6-4, 6-2, 7-6 and Spain's
Juan Gisbert beat Erik Van
Dillen of Los Altos 6-4, 6-2, 7-6.
Among the women, Kathy
The 1976 Gulfstream ..rk
thoroughbred racing meeting
runs from March 6 through
May 11.
The 1977 USGA Women's golf
championship will be played at.
the Hazeltine National fluff
Club in Chaska, Minn.
'The 1977 Walker Cup golf
matches will be played at the
Shinnecock Hills, Golf Club in
Southampton, N. Y
May of Beverly Hills, Calif.,
beat South African Linky
Boshoff 6-3, 5-6, 6-0 and Kathy
Kuykendall of Miami defeated
Mima Jausovec of
Yugoslavia 3-6, 7-6, 6-3.
Siderowf Comes From Behind




(AP) — Scots talk of Dick
Siderowf, bidding for his
second British Amateur golf
title, as the man who never
knows when he's beaten.
The 38-year-old stockbroker
from Westport, Conn., faces
England's John Davies today
in a 36-hole final over the
famed Old Course at St.
Andrews. To get there,
Siderowf has come from
behind to win four straight
match-play duels after being
two holes down.
Siderowf's latest Houdiniact
dashed the hopes of Scottish
golfers - and in this land of
heather and whiskey, that
means every able-bodied male
above the age of six. In the
semifinals Friday, he was two
holes down to Scotland's Allan
Brodie with only six holes to
PalY•
True to form, Siderowf kept
his cool and defeated Brodie 2
and 1. In previous rounds, he'd
eliminated Graham
MacIntyre of Candada, David
Long of England and Willie
Paterson of Scotland in that
order-and each of them led by
two holes at some stage of the
match.
Siderowf has an old score to
settle with Davies, his op-
ponent in the final. The
Englishman defeated him in a
Walker Cup match in 1973.
Scottish hopes were high at
one stage of the semifinals,
when Brodie led Siderwof and
laian Carslaw was up on
Davies. It looked like the day
might. end by setting up the
first all-Scottish final since
1921. But it quite didn't work
out that way.
Siderowf's charge to victory
started at the 13th. Brodie,
who had been as steady as a
rock, got into a terrible mess-
first in a bunker and then in
the bushes. Siderowf went on
to win three hole sin a row,
grabbed the lead and kept it.
Siderowf won the title-in- -
1973, so victory would put him
among the small select band
of golfers who have won it
twice.
Vinny Gile of Richmond,
Va.., last year's winner, was a
hot favorite to do it until
Davies eliminated him 3 and 1
in the quarter-finals Friday
morning.
The 6,914-yard, par-36-36-72
course has basked in sunshine
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THE PENTAGON
YOU CAN CALL THEM
THAT. I HAVE JUST
FILLED THESE SPRAYERs,
OisiE FR Om EACH BATCH.















IF I SQUEEZE ONE,..
YOU SLEEP, PAINLESSLY.
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PHILADELPHIA ( AP) —
Chi Chi Rodreguez revived his
career with a recent putting
lesson from Hubert Green.
"I've been playing so bad
for so long, the last seven or
eight months I've been
thinking about quitting the
-tour," said the little clown,
now a graying. 40-year-old
veteran of the pro golf tour.
"I've made $20,000 in the
last two years and spent
680,000," the skinny, 125-pound
Puerto Rican said Friday.
"I hadn't broken 70 since the
Crosby four months ago this
'ear. Then I got a putting
lesson from Hubert, a three-
time winner and the season's
leading money-winner, and a
playing lesson from old pro
Herman Keiser.
Hubert came down and
caddied for me for nine holes.
He gave me a putting tip. I'm
not going to tell you what it is
because you'd put it in the
paper and all the rest of the
pros would read it and I don't
want them to find out what it
is.
"But I've broken 70 in every
round I've played this week."
Chi Chi, who acquired the
last of his seven tour titles in
1973, used that new putting
knowledge to put together
rounds of 69 and 68 for a 137
total that left him just one shot
back of pace-setting-but ad-
mittedly nervous-rookie Tom
Panzer going into today's
third round in the 6200,000
Bicentennial Golf Classic.
Purtzer, who holed six putts
of 15 feet or more in his first
roapd, didn't make anything
longer than eight feet in his
round of par 71 Friday on the
6,687-yard Whitemarsh Valley
Country Club course and
three-putted twice.
Tied with Rodriquez for
second, just one shot out, were
rookie Jerry Pate and chipper
Jerry -MGee, both of whom
had strong performaces last
week in the Memorial Tour-
nament. McGee and Pate each
had a four-under-par 67, the
best score of the mild, sunny,
windy second round.
Masters champion Ray
Improve your yard to improve











Hwy 94 E Phone 153-2215
Floyd missed nine greens and
had to work hard for a 71 that
left him two shots back and
tied at 138 with Lyn Lott. Lott
also had a 67.
Chi Chi, for more than a
decade one of the game's most
popular figures, used his
Hurbert Green putting lesson
to best advantage, Rodriguez
one-putted nine times, once
saved par with a 15-footer and
closed out a string of three
consecutive birdies late in the
day with a 25-footer.
Green, however, could do no
better than a 70 and was well
back at 144.
Purtzer holed birdie putts of
four and eight feet going out,
once had a four-stroke lead
and appeared ready to make a
rout of it until his nerves
began to give coming home.
He bogeyed twice, each time
missing a second putt of about
two feet.
Pate, a former anlateur
champion, moved into con-
tention with a late string of
three consecuti4 birdies
while McGee got his share of
second with a 12-foot birdie
putt on the 17th hole.
Sports
In Brief
By The Associated Press
TENNIS
PARIS, France — Arthur
.Ashe struggled to a 6-4, 6-4, 1-
,6, 6-3 victory' over Ray Moore
of _South Africa in the second
round- of the French
Tennis Tournament.
GOLF
ST. ANDREWS, England —
American Dick Siderowf beat
Allan Brodie 2 and 1 and John
Davies of England defeated
Ian Carslaw 1 up to move into
the finals of the British
Amateur Golf tournament.
PHILADELPHIA — Rookie
Tom Purtzer struggled to a
par 71 for a two round total of
136 and a one shot lead in the
$200,000 Bicentennial Golf
Classic.
NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y. —
Laura Baugh shot a six-under-
par 66 to take a three stroke
lead over Sandra Palmer after




BERLIN — Kornelia Ender
of East Germany set her
fourth world record in the
East Berlin Olympic trials







NEW YORK—Girl In Love,
$10, charged from last place
on the turn to win the $80,150
Mother Goose Stakes by 11/2
lengths over Optimistic Gal at
Belmont Park.
Laugher Becomes Extra-Inning
Win For Minnesota Twins
By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer
It would have been easy to
go through the motions. The
Minnesota Twins were trailing
6-0 in the second inning of a
game that appeared to be a
Baltimore runaway.
With the score as lopsided as
it was, Twins Manager Gene
Mauch slipped relief pitcher
Tom Burgmeier into the
lineup during the second in-
ning. Suddenly Burgmeier,
who hadn't pitched much, and
Lary Hisle, who hadn't hit
much, came alive. Burgmeier
worked 6 2-3 innings of six-hit
shutout relief and Hisle hit for
the cycle. A 6-0 laugher had
become a 6-6, extra-inning tie
when Hisle strode to the plate
in the 10th inning.
He'd been hitting second in
the order most of this season,
collecting seven sacrifice
bunts along the way. "I
thought maybe I'd get another
one," he said after Butch
Wynegar slapped a leadoff
single in the 10th.
But Mike Flanagan's pitch
was too good to be true, and
Hisle — who had doubled and
scored in the fourth, tripled
home two runs in the fifth, and
singled in the eighth —
knocked the delivery into
orbit.
Hisle didn't want credit for
the 8-6 triumph Friday night.
"I thought Burgmeier was by
far the star of the game," he
said.
In the other American
League games. California
trimmed Boston 5-4 in 10 in-
nings, Oakland nipped New
York 6-4 in 11 innings, Kansas
City edged Milwaukee '4-3 in 10
innings, Chicago clipped
Cleveland 4-1 and Texas
bombed Detroit 14-3.
Angels 5, Red Sox 4
Bill Melton's 10th-inning
single drove in pinch-runner
Rusty Torres with an
unearned tally to lift
California past Boston, which
produced 14 hits in a losing
effort
Ron Jackson hit his first
career major lea uge home run
to help the Angels, while
Dwight Evans hit one for the
Red Sox.
A's 6, Yankees 4
Ken McMullen scored Bert
Camperneris with a pinch
single in the 11th inning to give
Oakland its overtime triumph
over New York. Sal Bando's
sacrifice fly produced the
insurance run.
Claudell Washington's
second-inning home run had
given the A's a 2-0 lead. the
Yankees came back with
three in the third-4 lead they
couldn't hold.
Royals 4, Brewers 3
John Mayberry. awarded
first base when hit by a Jim
Slaton pitch, scored on Hal
McRae's 10th-inning double to
give Kansas City's Dennis
Leonard his fifth victory in six
decisions.
The Royals' Amos Otis
clubbed his 10th home run of
the season in the fifth inning.
taking over the Al. lead in that
department.
White Sox 4. Indians 1
Jorge Orta drove in two runs
with a triple and a double,
Ralph Garr had three hits and
Pat Kelly stole two bases and
scored twice to lead Chicago
past Cleveland- the White Sox'
13th triumph in 17 games.
Rangers 14, Tigers 3
Danny Thompson, acquired
last Tuesday from Minnesota
cracked four hits including
three-run homer to pace the
Texas rout of Detroit.
Thompson had two singles
in an eight-run Rangers fourth
„
Cletics Blow 22-Point Lead,
Take Triple Overtime Victory
By DAVE O'HARA
AP Sports Writer
BOSTON (AP) — Coach
Tommy Heinsohn felt ill and
begged off the usual post-
game interview. Jo Jo White
slumped in a chair and asked
no one in particular: "Would
you believe we've got another
game in Phoenix Sunday?"
That was the atmosphere in
the Boston Celtics' dressing
room early today, 3 hours and
8 minutes after they had
tapped off in a pivotal game
with the Phoenix Suns Friday
night at the Garden.
The Celtics, bidding for an
unprecedented 13th National
Basketball Association
championship, blew a 22-point
first-half lead and then edged
the Cinderella Suns from
Phoenix 128-126 in triple
overtime for a 3-2 lead in the
best-of-seven showdown.
The game was a heart-
stopper as the Suns . fought
back throughout regulation.
forcing- Boston captain 'John
Havlicek to sink one of two
free throws to send the game
into the first overtime.
White, a veteran sharp-
shooter, saved his best for the
overtime periods, hitting for
15 of his game-high 33 in that
stretch. He got plenty of help
from young Glenn McDonald
and Jim Ard, pressed into
action after Dave Cowens and
Paul Silas fouled out.
Now Open! In Murray!
A Full Service Travel Office
Murray's Own Marjorie M. Major
10 years experience
711 Main Street - in "The White House"
Representing
FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY
mAYFIELD KENTUCKY 42066
Air Trips, Cruises, Tours, Groups, Car Rentals,Hotels, Motels, etc.
No Charge For Our Service!
To Go-Just Dial 753-6060 or 753-4646
Home Phone )53-0880
Please let us make your reservations - free!
McDonald attIV off tin
bench after Silas fouled out
tYle third--overtime of the
longest championship round
playoff game in NBA histor,
He sank two baskets, breakini_,
a 118-118 tie. Later he con-
verted two pressure free
throws.
Ard, who spends most of the
time on the bench as Cowen'*
understudy, said he had lost
track of the number of fouls on
Boston's veteran cente.
Havlicek missed a conic!
juniper as the first °venni),
ended 101-101. Then he ap
peared to give the Celtics
111-110 victory by banking
running shot as the buzzi-
sounded for what apparenth,
was the end of the seconc
overtime.
Many of the Celtics hurried
to the dressing room. Fans
swarmed onto the court as
Phoenix Coach John MacLeod
desperately tried to get the
attention of the officials. He
finally did. The Celtics had to
return to the floor. MacLeod
then called a time out, with
one second left.
The Suns already were over
the limit on times out, so the
Celtics were awarded a
technical foul, White making
the free throw. Then, taking
the ball in at midcourt. the
Suns set up Gar Heard, who
hit on a game-tying jump shot
from the key, forcing still a
third overtime.
Boston spurted to a 126-120
lead and was in front 128-122
with just 31 seconds left. Then
the Celtics had to survive a
pair of baskets by former
teammate Paul Westphal and
a near steal in the closing
seconds.
"It's going to be another
war just like this one was."
Havlicek said in looking ahead
to Sunday's game. "That's
what- playoff basketball is all
about. I think the situation
that exists is going to create
basketball interest in June
which has never been seen
before."
Most college basketball wins
in one season is a record 36
held by Kentucky's 1948 team.
Kentucky lost three times that
season but won the NCAA title.
South Carolina basketball
coach Frank McGuire coached
North Carolina to the 1957
NCAA championship.
During the first /3 days of New
York's 1976 thoroughbred rac
Inat seaston at Aqueduct jocke
Ron Turcotte rode 26 winnerS.
Ted Simmons of the S. Louis
Cardinals had 16 game-winning
runs batted in last season
-An important part of the
popularity of aluminum in and
around the house is that it is
by nature a tow rnainteoance
material. But aluminum
products do become dirty and
require occasional cleaning
Because harsh abrasives do
more harm then good, the rule
of thumb about cleaning
aluminum is to use the leas
strong cleaner that will s
do the lob The No. 1
therefore, is water and
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or how to tell the leaders
without a scorecard.)
Recently there has been a lot of talk about upturns,
downturns, and sideturns in business and industry.
You ask a man these days how the "outlook" appears
to him, and you're liable to get a diagonal reply. Not
a straight up-and-down nod. Not even a negative, side-
ways shake of the head
Mostly the diagonal approach. It doesn't mean yes,
business is going up. It doesn't mean no, it isn't.
The answer you frequently get is well wait and see.
Inflation and some of the other unrests, you know
So the man and his company pull their horns in
They wait for someone else to "take the leaci," they
say: No sense sticking our heads out until the situa-
tion "improves" itself.
In other wows, sure we'll advertise -- or restore our
budgets -- just as soon as we get more business.
Beautiful. 
Everyone hangs around and waits for everything to
happen automatically. Hold up. Cut back. Wait. The
Prosperity Wagon is right around the corner. And it's
going to come to me, old friend, me. Without me
going out to get it.
Want to bet?
One thing about this economy of ours has never
changed. A lack of confidence in our business system,
manifested across business, only inspires more of the
same. With the result that that wagon ma,' be farther
down the block than you think.
Business activity stimulates business.
Advertising helps you get sales
Companies, agencies and media that advertise should
be the ones you do business with, because we suspect
you'd rather do business with confident people.
They take the time, trouble and money to inform
you -- to help you know more — about their pro-
ducts. their services and their markets. They care
enough about you to go out of their way to tell you
they want to do business with you.
We suspect that when the chips are down, this is how
you can tell the real leaders.
They get our vote.
They also should get yours. If for no other reason
than they are helping to build business for both of us.
And last, wa wont you to ask yourself this question...







ticipated in advanced dance.
choreography and a ItarSty
Course is the history of
musical drama.
I
udients walked out on
their black teachers, baying
they would only return if
white graduate teachers were
hired to teach them. Cs
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pickup truck tires, Hi-
Way tread. 700x15" - 6
ply $24.36 + $2.83 FE
Tax. 750xI6" - 8 ply
$31.23 + $3.59 FE Tax.
Traction typed 4 ply
whitewall, G78x15" -
$21.04 + $2.58 FE Tax.
H78xI5" - $22.28 + $2.80
FE Tax. 700x15" - 6 ply
$28.27 + $3.16 FE Tax.
750x16 - 8 ply $37.39 +









be submitted by 12




submitted by 4 p.m.
the day before
publication.

















on and the Busines,
Office may b,
reached on 75 3
1916 and 753-1917
idlikks. X IP 10 ICI
2. Notice
I KNOW WHO STOLE the
milk can at my house. If






Anoroxlmatelv l2. nn s ft
of rental space available at
bid and Poplar Streets
Western Dark Tobacco









Street and wedges, $5.00












3. Card Of Thanks
HE FAMILY OF
MARTHA Frances
Wrye wish to express
our thanks and ap-
preciation to all our
many friends and
relatives during the
illness and loss of our
Mama. The thoughts
that others love and care
are such a comfort to
us. 'Bear ye one
anothers burdens."
Galations 6:2. You have
certainly done this with
your prayers, love and
deeds. We pray God




5 Lost And found
LOST TAFFY colored
Cocker Spaniel in
vicinity of Doran Rd.
Call 753-7145.
LOST BLACK
LABRADOR old gun shy
female. Orange collar,




business of your own
that won't upset your
family duties? It offers
good money with no
cash outlay. Queensway
would like to invest in
you. Call today at 901-
885-9150 or 901-885-6989
after 5 p. m.
NEED BABYSITTER 2





will train, day week.
Send complete resume
and 3 references to Box
321.
WAITRESS, APPLY in
person Sykes Cafe, 100
Maple Street.
SOMEONE TO SELL OR
BUY Watkins Products.













14. Want To Buy
USED AIR CON-
DMONER. Call Dill
Electric 753-9104 or 753-
1551.
15. Articles For Sale
FRESH CUT OAK bean
poles and tomato stakes
Can be seen at 609
Sycamore.
BUNK BEDS single $65,




$25. One wing sofa with 3
cushions, $50. cone green
nylon pile rug, 11 x 8,
$25. One blue plush pile
rug, 11 x 8, $25. One end
table, $10. Call 753-2649.
HI NEIGHBOR! Tried
Blue Lustre for cleaning
carpets? It's super!
Bent electric sham-
pooer. Big K, Bel Air
Shopping Center.
15. irticles For Sale
20' TRAILER SERVICE
POLE with 200 amp
breaker mounted and






34.49 + 2.49 FE Tax. FR
78 x 14" - 36.06 + 2.69.
GR 78 x 14" or 15" -37.92
+ 2.97 FE Tax. HR 78 x
14" or 15" - 39.58 + 3.15
FE Tax. LR 78 x 15" -














king size bed, single bed,
Early American couch,
2 piece living room,
riding lawn mower. Call
753-0154.
WEED EATER, $29.95, to






and dryer in good
condition. $200 for both.







See at 1505 Henry.
ii=1=11
ELECTROLUX SALES




and Service, 500 Maple













Good condition. Call 436-
2262.
TWO ROW CASE corn




cutter, New Holland hay
conditioner, 16' 6" auger
electric motor, Derbon





in good condition. Also




mower, $175. Bush hog,
$350. All in good working
condition. Call 753-9773.
TWO JOHN DEERE
metal grain wagons for
sale. Call 435-4521.






shovels to fit all
cultivators. Vinson
Tractor Co., 753-4892.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing




FOR SALE OR SWAP: A
used Tanden bicycle. A
bicycle built for two.
Will swap it for a used
mobile C. B. radio. Call
436-5518.
14' BOAT WITH trailer,
$200. 16' trailer, $200
Call 437-4573.
1975 33' COHIO Chris
Craft cruiser. All
fiberglass, 350 h. p. twin
engines. Flying bridge,
new still in warranty.
$32,950 or best offer.
Contact J. W. Witham,
474-2245.
SAIL BOAT 12' Lockley
Sloop Wig, like new $140.
Call 753-3143.
15 H. P. JOHNSON motor,




trap, 32" full and im-
proved modified, like
new. Phone 753-7541
after 6 p. m.
A 26" WESTERN flyer
girls' bicycle. Call 753-
8077.
1971 RUNABOUT, NEly
back to back seats,
astro-turf all through 80
h.p. outboard. See at no.





2 manual organ in black
ebony. Curved, lighted




home use. Can be used
with Leflie speaker
system for auditorium,
church, or club. A
professional instrument
sacrificed at $2,500 firm






Plastic put under house.
Kelley Termite and Pest
Control, 753-3914.
24. Miscellaneous
BALER TWINE, 9,000 ft.




Irvin Cobb Road, (High-
way 732), red worms,
Canadian Night
Crawlers. Phone 436-
5894 after 5 p.m.
14' ALUMINUM BOAT, 5
h. p. motor, $165. Couch,
chair and ottoman, $25.
110 volt air conditioner,
$35. Portable sewing
machine, $25. 20" fan,








electric edger. 1974 71/2
h. p. 26" Yazoo mower,
good condition. Call 753-
7836.
TRUCK LOAD TIRE
Sale. The Wide Ones
with raised white let-
ters, guaranteed.
G70X14" or 15" -25.78 +
2.87 FE Tax. G60x14" or
15"-27.59 + 3.01 FE 'Fax.






skeet, 7 months old. Call
753-4758.
GRANDFATHER
CLOCK plus other old
clocks, churns, kerosene
lamps, railroad lanterns.








welding tips. Welder is
mounted on flat bed with
tool boxes on each side.
Call 492-8104.
THREE H. P. BRIGGS &
Stratton lawn mower,
864.00. 20" cut. 31/2 h. p.
Briggs di Stratton lawn




made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Helthopedic or foam.





black and white. Call
753-3976.
21 Mobile Home Sales





Riviera Cts. Priced to
sell quickly. Call 767-
4055.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.





Riviera Cts. Priced to
sell quickly. Call 767-
4055.
1* 3* TRAILER AT-Broo -
River Boat Dock. For
information see Mr.
Elmer Williams at dock
or call 314-748-5868.
12 x 54 TWO BEDROOM,
air conditioned, un-
derpinned, strapped, 120
x 140 private lot. Call
after 5 p. m. 753-8113.
HOUSE TRAILER and
lot. Located on Route 6,
Box 58A, Pottertown
Road. Call 753-4869 after
5 p. m.
ATTRACTIVE 1972
Homette 12 x 60, located
In town, anchored,
underpinned and fur-




1974 GRAND PRIX 12 x
65, completely carpeted,





TWO LARGE LOTS. 12 x
60 mobile home, all





28 Heating & Coolinc
AIR CONDITON SALE,
Thomas A. Edison 10,000
BTU, $199.95. 17,000




ware across from Post
Office, Paris, Tenn.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
10 x 50 TWO BEDROOM
private lot, shade, patio,
air conditonedi Call 753.-
1353.
NEW TWO BEDROOM
trailer, city water and
garbage pickup. $110.00
month. Call 753-3745.
60 x 12 HOUSE, air
condition on water front







yard Couples- $70.00.Call after 5 - 753-8216.
19. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES located
in the Mobile Home




North of town. Couples
preferred. Call 753-7975.
31 Want To Rent
WANT TO LEASE air
cured tobacco acreage.
Call 435-4592 or 436-5672.
PROFESSORS FAMILY
two children, one
sedate dog) need 3 to 4
bedroom unfurnished







house with backyard for
married couple and
large dog. Call 767-2753.
12 Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED APART-





















Call 753-1817 after 4 p.
FURNISHED GARAGE
apartment, available
now, $80.00 per month,








couple. No pets. See at













34. Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM full










nished brick home 1
mile from city. Call 753-
8681 or 753-7850.
37. Livestock Supplies
WORK MULE, $250. Call
1-901-642-6910, Pails.
38. Pets Supplies
FINE YEAR OLD trained
pit Bull Dog, $100.00, and
registered English
Setter pups, $35.00. Call
437-4328.
SILVER POODLE, 5






LINE. $125.00. Cali 753-
3683 or 753-8301.
FEMALE BEAGLE AKC
registered, 6 years old,






more field trial wins
than any other Bassett
in the world. 12 wks,
male, $100. Call 753-0672.
41 Public Sales
SIX FAMILY Yard sale,
Friday and Saturday on
Highway 641 at Dexter
from 9-4.
CARPORT SALE
Saturday June 5th, from
7:30-4:30, 806 Bagwell
Blvd.
YARD SALE Friday 7107
and Saturday, 7 to 4, 423





table with 4 chairs,
clothing, large size








35 ACRES NEAR Ky.
Lake, Kirby Jennings
Trail. $400 per acre.
Address to P. 0. Box
32H, Murray.
FURNISHED MOBILE
HOME on Highway 280
on large lot. Three
bedroom, 2 baths,
central gas heat and
central electric air and
kitchen built-ins. 1972
Fleetwood mobile home.
Call 753-8080 or come by





711 Main. Just listed new
home near completion in
Canterbury Estates.
This is a custom built, 3
















1222 for personal full
service real estate.
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th
at Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to
serve you plus twenty
years exclusive real
estate experience. Call
753-1651 or come by our




Very nice 3 bedroom, 2
bath, den-kitchen combo
brick home. Has wall to
wall carpet, hook-up for
washer and dryer,
garbage disposer, built
in range, lots of closets,
and central gas and
central air. Located on a






REALTY, 711 Main. We
have recently sold five
farms in Calloway
County and have had
many inquiries
regarding all types of
farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a
farm or acreage tract to
sell, contact Bill Kop-
perud, 753-1222. Also if
you have been wanting
to purchase _acreage,
contact us for an update
on properties listed for
sale in Calloway County.
We at KOPPERUD
REALTY provide a










Has a staff of
professional Realtors
and Realtor-Associates
ready to serve you with
sour real estate needs
I.E. ha. - 753-4492
Pan taken 153-111i
Odom Fades 153-1175
I. b Wean 153-1111
e ihsi beim at selIN roil "°
ACREAGE 1,2 MILE off
641 North. 31 acres and




Look at Has white brick, 3
bedrooms twit lots of book
shelves, ha. 3 both rooms
fireplace, 9 closets, large




Cool nice 3 bedroom kick
borer! on • imps, lot close to
4 lone Nos ninny fine





cabin on one acre with
road frontage on Ky. 444
near Fiamlin, Ky. Good
well and septic system
Mobile home on tree
shaded waterfront lot in
the Cypress Bay area.
Also included as a
covered floating boat
dock. Priced at only
212,500. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., Murray, call
753-7531 or-753-0101.
THREE ACRES with T.
V. A. frontage. Good
road frontage on Kirby
Jennings Trail at
Hamlin, Ky. Reasonably
priced or will trade.
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main St, -
753-0101 or 753-7531.





Across from Post Office.
COUNTRY HOME SITE:
One and one-half acres
improved and privately
located just 31/2 miles
from town. Ready for
your new home or
mobile home; bargain
for quick sale $2,950.
Phone 753-9773.
45. Farms For Sale
SMALL FARM off 641
North, ',a mile from
Flint Baptist Church on
Flint Baptist Church
Road.
46. Homes For Sale
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
home, apple trees, 2
small outbuildings on
over 1 acre, 2 miles
south of Bel Air Shop-





Ch.:neap 4 bedroom 2 bath
home on ieroe corner lot
neer high school and public
remits courts Central air
condttionwie aid got h•tft
Large lit vie Aimee room
,omornotion Conrernent
art,tten offtit fitellog *tiro
mod buift•ifi ippJicio. GlIr•
petod tbre•gbobt. Extra
nopo IS it 30' bedroom; 7/'
25 rscrentioa robot. Cab
753-7933.
OUR LOSS, YOUR GAIN.
605 Broad Street,
Murray. $3,000 or best
offer. We paid $4,000 for
this property in 1970 plus












garage. Priced to sell




family room, 2 acres for
sale. Call 753-0084.
THREE BEDROOM
central heat and air,
carpet throughout, 5
miles East. Built last
summer. $27,500. Call
753-3938.







1968 YAMAHA, road bike,
good condition. Call 436-
2482.
1974 250 CC YAMAHA
motorcycle, 1700 actual
miles. Call 437-4799 after
5 p. m.
1972 HONDA 125 trail
bike. Reworked with
new seats. A-1 condition.
$275. Call 753-4397.
1973 HONDA CB 350, runs
great, looks great. $715
Call 753-5563.
This Week's Special MONTI 11
23" Color T.V.  S10.00
19" Color T.V.  514.8.8
J B Musica-~stMurray. Ny753-7575
NOTICE
The Property Valuation Administrator's office an
flounces that the Property Assessment Books will be
open for inspection June 7 1976 through June Ii,
1976.
FANTASTIC BUY!!!
Subyfivision at Junction of Nigkwery East 94 end 2110.
3 Bedroom brick, large den with fireplace, living
room, dining room, kitchen, utility, and 134
baths. Central heat and air. Carpeting
throughout. Good location.
Phone 753-7857
Are you Physically Fit?
Why Not Get In Shape
Physical conditioning and weight lif-
ting instructions being offered starting
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1975 HONDA CB 550,
excellent condition. 1400
miles, orange metalig,
$1,350 firm. Call 753-
3143.
• TRUCK LOAD TIRE
Sale. 4 ply polyester
white wall premium
grade, guaranteed.
A78x13" - 15.99+1.74 FE
Tax. C78x13" - 16.88 +
2.27 FE Tax. E78x14"
18.25 4- 2.27. F78x14" -
18.95 + 2.39. G78x14" or
15" - 20.88 + 2.58.
H78x15" - 21.88 + 2.80.
1.78x15" - 23.99 + 3.08.
Wallin Hardware,
Pa! is, Tenn.
A BLUE 1974 Nova, 6
cylinder, straight shift.
37,000 miles. 92,150. Call
753-8599 after 8:00 p. m.
1974 INTERNATIONAL
pickup, 4 wheel drive,
power steering, air, AM-
FM radio, tilt steering,








call 753-2287 after 5, 762-
2851 8 to 4:30.
Its not one of the Wonders Of The World, but it
is local and the only one like it... That's our
all MARBLE Showroom at
"Quality That Will Please"
612S. 9th 753-5719
Mini-Farm. 12 acres of fine land with a 6 rm. 3 br,
and bath brick home. 2 ..outbuildings. One could
easily be used as a 2 bay clean-up shop or garage. 4
miles from Murray on highway 641.
Newly listed, really sharp 6 rm. 3 br. and 1 bath
frame home with den, carpets, garbage disposer,
range and ref. Close to the University. Priced to
sell. Call.
Just reduced to rock bottom. 8 rm. 3 br. 2 bath and
garage brick home. Central heat and air, carpet,
range, dishwasher, fireplace, den, dining room,
living room, and huge utility rm. This home can not
be reproduced at anything near the new low price.
miles, 5 months ol . AHome completely redecorated, inside and out. Call
15' Runabout Seaking 35now to see this bargain. It won't last long.




1972 MG MIDGET, good
condition. Call 753-0346.
1968 FORD LTD Wagon,
good mechanically,
interior good, new
starter and fuel pump,




steering, brakes and air.
Good condition, phone
753-5201 or 753-2493.
1974 BUICK LE SABRE
Luxus, power steering,
brakes and air, tilt
steering wheel and
cruise. Call 753-1484
days and nights 753-5562.
1967 CONTINENTAL 4
door, all power and air,





and air. 40,000 actual
miles. Call 753-1484
days, nights 753-5562.




1971 NOVA, 750 Honda
1971, 17' fishing boat.
Call 435-4425.
1966 GMC large wheel
base, good condition.
$400. Call 753-9340.
ONE OWNER 1969 Chevy
Impala 427. Excellent
condition, 63,000 miles.
21 m. p. g. highway,
loaded, full power. Call
753-8414.
CAMPER 16' COACH-
MAN pop up, sleeps 6,













by Gene Johnson (12 years exper.ence)
Specializing in
'All types of automotive glass.






condition. Call days 753-
1362, nights 436-5380.
1968 CHEVROLET 2 ton,
grain bed truck. Good











cabinets, sleeps 5. $1,200
firm. Call 492-8149 after
5:30.
16' TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six. Call 753-
 11 4904.
Due to rumors that the Radio Cab Co. of Murray has gone out of business, v..i.
would like to say to all of the good folks of Murray & Calloway County, and
surrounding areas, we have NOT gone out of business and do not intend to
Rumors that we were only renting or leasing the Radio Cab Co. from Mr
Cecil Fitts, is NOT true. We purchased the Radio Cab Co. July 9, 1973 from
Mr. Cecil Fitts and have owned and operated the business since that time.
We do not have anyone else working for us, we do our own driving. We would
like to take this opportunity to thank each and everyone of our customers
and all the rest of the fine people of Murray. We do appreciate your business.
If you need a taxi our service IS available 12 hours a day Monday through
Saturday, closed on Sundays and National Holidays. Again we sincerely
thank all of you for your business.
Chuck & Myrtle Wenerick,
Owners & Operators
of Radio Cab Co. Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-5351, 753-5352










SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling







or dry foam shampoo
method. We fully
guarantee all work to
customers satisfaction.




and dirt. Call 437-4533,












vice. No job too small.












drying. Call 753-5827 or
753-9618.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
FENCE SALE AT SEARS
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free





CLOWN FOR HIRE. Al(
kinds of events, parties.
juggling, magic, fun.
Call "Pockets" 767-4747.
HAY HAULING. Call 436-








glass table tops and
shelves. Also patio
doors, insulated glass.
M & G Complete Glass




















Call Hass . 4364505. 1.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-
1841 or 753-7203.
Is opening a Junior Sportswear and
Dress Shop in Murray.
We need a happ), dynamic. sales oriented
person to manage our new store. - You'll meet
people. You'll supervise the store's sales team.
You'll do some fashion display. You'll give
customers fashion advise. You'li train in
cinnati at our expense, and then come home to
run your store in August.













4124, South 4th Street.
Across from Hi-
WILL BUSH HOG lots.
Call 753-1980, D. 0.
Parks.
JOHN IS NO LONGER
















struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.




$2.00 per hour plus
parts. Mower blades
and saws sharpened
94 E. to 280 E. past saw
mill road across bridge
















grain storage for this
falls crop? Agri-
Products can supply
storage for less than 50
cents a bushel. Call 753-
2958 or 489-2237.
KIRBY CARPET CARE
clean rugs of all kinds.
In business, homes,
and institution rugs






and exterior by the




160 acre farm, approximately 140 cultivated,
located 4 miles South of Lynn Greve. Good tobacco
and stock barn. 3't acres dark tobacco base, $160.
Contact Buddy Humphreys Administrator after 5:30 p.
m. 753-7481 or anytime Saturday.
In accordance with the open door policy
adopted in 1975 by the Board of Directors
of the Murray-Calloway County Com-
prehensive Care Center:
Applications are now being accepted for
a board position.
If you desire to serve on this governing
board, you should immediately contact
Mrs. Boyd at the Center 753-6622.







Ware set waft ..
• mete ewe wets as
tweeter led
aurae seasies
WILL DO babysitting In
my home. Call 492-8374.
COLLEGE STUDENT




and SOP't yard work.
Call 753-1495
PART COLLIE, 1 year
old, female. Big dog
house goes with dog.
Call 753-0840.
DISTRIBUTOR aEREADYKodak 
WANTED POLAROID=Mir . 
HOLSON ALBUMS
Qualified individual Male or Female needed. full or port
lime, to distribut• world famous Kodak film ond othe,
photo products through company tostabhshind locations
100 WANG oit soucmsec RIF01111110." Make this your year
for Independence $499.5 00 Investment Guoronto•cl 12
month repurchase agreement
CALL Mr Martin(Toll Free) 1 800-848 1970
or Collect A614-228 1151
Monday to Friday. 90 m to 6p m EST
Or Writ* Firestone Photo Co
firestone BuildMg---Sinc• 1946
162 N 3rd Si Columbus Ohio 43215
The prepiant hefbecide
that won't hoid back
your beans.
cold, wet ',path soon after soytwai s
Corns up a enough stress tor your
Crop to contend with The leat thing
needs vis added pressure from a
herbicode
Totban has excellent crop tolerance
ram elven Ire told and wet. So you,
beans lake tile cold, wet weather
better
Tolber gives you consistent c-
ol most annual grasses And s, r
broadleaf weeds
See us about Tolban Find Our I.,
yourself how it can help your
start strong and finish clean
Save time, energy and money. Let us
custom apply (at no additional cost)
along with our SwiftFlow on fertilizer.
•A scenic park-like development on Blood River
of beautiful Kentucky Lake.
Lake Front and Lake View
Home Sites For Sale
For your privii, , and varying tastes, all home sites have been engineered to








Visit II miles from Murray, Ky., take 94 East to 280, take 280 8 5 miles to Cedorling Hills
.1.0•••••••,010rw
A







He Dwells With You will
be the subject of the sermon
by Dr. James A. Fisher, Sr.,
minister of the First United
Methodist Church, for the 8:45
and 10:50 a.m. services on
Sunday, June 6, at the church.
The Chacel Choir, directed
by Paul Shahan with Mrs.
Richard Farrell at the organ,
will sing the anthem, "My
Shepherd Will Supply My
Needs," at the 10:50 a.m.
service.
Prof. David Nelson will play
a violin solo at both services.
His selection will be "Cradle
Song."
Church School will be held
between the morning services.
Ushers for the month of
June will be Keith Kennedy,
Frank Ryan, Harvey Hurd,
Bob Dunn, Jack Andersen,
Robert Smith, James Diuguid,
Ricky Orr, John Trotter,
Harvey Ellis, and Charles
Rains.
The Junior High UMYF will
have visitation in the vans
from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. Sunday.
The Senior High UMYF will
see the movie, "The Eye of the
Beholder" at 5:30 p.m. with a
discussion at 6:30 p.m. Sun-
day. Supper for both will be at
6:30 p.m.
The Kentucky Mountain
Mission Truck will be at the
chi:a-7h on Monday and/
Tuesday, June 7 and 8. Per-:
sons having clothing or other
items for the mission are
asked to bring them to the
church not later than Monday
as storage space is not




Dr. Bill Whittaker, pastor of
the First Baptist Church, will
speak at both the 10:45 a. m.
and seven p. m. worship
services on Sunday, June 6, at
the church. Stanford Andrus,
deacon of the week, and Ned
Walsh, minister of youth, will
assist in the morning services.
"Ten Words of Freedom"
will be the morning subject
with scripture reading from
Exodus 20:1-17 and Matthew
5:17-20. The evening topic will
be The God-Centered Live"
with scripture from Exodus
20:3 and Matthew 22:34-40.
Special music at both ser-
vices will be by the Adult
Choir, directed by W. Rudolph
Howard, minister of music,
with Mrs. John Bowker as
organist and Mrs. G. M.
Knight as pianist. A solo will
be sung by Mrs. Vernon Shown
at the morning service.
Taking the offering on
Sunday will be James Robers,
Jack Hough, Ron Wright, Bill
Settle, Rex Thompson, David
Parker, and J. B. Burkeen.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Darnell, Mrs. Vaughn Van-
degrifft, Dr. and Mrs. Howard
Newell, Misses Dana and Lisa
English, Mrs. Calvin Morris,
Misses Mary Morris and
Carolyn Boyden, Mrs. Muncie
Geurin, and Mrs. Ewing
Swann.
Copies Of 'Fifth Summer
On Sale At Murray State
Copies of "Fifth Summer,"
an anthology of student work
from the fifth Jesse Stuart
Creative Writing Workshop at
Murray State University last
summer, are now on sale at
the University Bookstore.
"We received the finest
quality of writing we have
ever received," stated Stuart,
noted Kentucky author and
workshop director, in the
foreword to the 404-page book.
"Fifth Summer" was
published and copyrighted by
Murray State and contains 38
short stories, 17 articles, 17
stories for children, 6 novel
excerpts, and 81 poems. The 52
workshop participants sub-
mitting the selected material
varied from professional,
published authors to novice
writers.
Stuart, who was recently
nominated for a Pulitzer prize
in poetry, taught the short
story course in addition to
serving as workshop director.
Other members of the faculty
and their areas of instruction
include: Mrs. Harriette
Simpson Arnow of Ann Arbor,
Mich., the novel; Dr. L. J.
Hortin of Murray, articles;




Bro. Ron Newberry will be
the speaker at the 10:40 a. m.
and six p. m. services on
Sunday, June 6, at the Seventh
and Poplar Church of Christ
while Bro. John Dale is
speaking at a gospel meeting
at Pottsville.
The song service will be
directed by Jerry Bolls with
the announcements to be
made by Ed Thomas.
Reading the scripture from
11 Corinthians 5:17 at the
morning service will be Bob
Miller with prayers to be led
by James Lamb and Gene
Paul King.
Joe Mark Alls will read the
scripture from Ephesians 4:1-
6 at the evening service with
Willard Ails and Chuck Adams
to lead in pryaers.
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Van Johnson
and Gary Lamb. Alan Jones,
Ray Karraker, Gene Paul
King, and Bob LaMastus will
serve on the Extension
Department.
Those serving The Lord's
Supper to the congregation
during June will be Bud Gibbs,
Richard Duke, Edward
Thomas, Donnie Winchester,
Billy Nix, Ken Hopkins, Ed
Greenfield, and Mack Harris.
Nursery attendants for the
month will be Ruby Herndon,
Bonnie Lyons, Becky Phillips,
Gladys Swann, Sue Adams,
Sabrina Karraker,.Jane Potts,
and Judy Turner.
Bus drivers serving in June
will be David Wright, Randy
Wright, Ronnie Sills, and Earl
Steele.
The Elders and Deacons will
meet Sunday at three p. m.




Will Be Open Every Sunday
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs
—Open 12:00 A. M. Til 6 P. M.---
See Us For
Your Home Loan
' mow ur« set I es.
FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN
Murray Branch
• 7th and Main
IOW 40,AM
LENDER
poetry; and Alvin Tresselt of
Redding, Conn., writing for
children.
"Fifth Summer' is
dedicated to the memory of
Dr. Marvin 0. Wrather,
executive vice president of
Murray State and founder of
the Jesse Stuart Creative
Writing Workshop, and Quint
T. Guier, 93-year-old amateur
writer and workshop par-
ticipant.
The volume also contains a
short biographical sketch
about each of the contributors.
All the preparation of the book
— from the cover design to the
printing — was done on the
Murray State campus.
Previous workshop an-
thologies have been titled
-First Summer," "Second
Summer," "Third Summer,"
and "Fourth Summer" and
can be purchased for $3.25 at
the Murray State University
Bookstore. "Fifth Summer" is
available for $4.25. According
to Bobby McDowell, bookstore
manager, the price includes
costs of postage and handling
for orders.
Expressing pride at the
quality of student work in the
anthologies, Stuart has
predicted that the set of books
from the workshops will
become a collector's item.
The same instructors and
courses will be offered in the
Sixth Jesse Stuart Creative
Writing Workshop, to be held
July 12-30 of this year. Miss
Martha Guier, workshop
coordinator and director of
placement at Murray State,
said students may enroll in
any one of the five courses for
three semester hours of
graduate or undergraduate
credit or for non-credit and
may audit any one of the other
courses without additional
charge.
More information may be
obtained by writing to:
Martha Guier, Coordinator,





To Hear Dr. Roos
Sunday Morning
"Pentecost: For An Uptight
World. . a' will be the subject
of the sermon by Dr. David
Roos on Sunday, June 6, at the
10:45 a.m. services at the
First Christian Church
Disciples of Christ), North
Fifth Street, Murray. 
The Chancel Choir, directeo
by Margaret Porter with Gary
Galloway as organist, will
sing the anthem, "May Thy
Holy Spirit." A banner
processional with banners
made by the Sunday School
classes will be held.
John Pasco, Jr., will be
worship leader with Melanie
Roos as candlelighter and
Mrs. Ed Diuguid, Jr., and' Mr.
and Mrs. John Ford Hall as
greeters.
Elders will be Lyle Un-
derwood and Bailey Gore.
Deacons will be Norman Hale,
Glenn Card, Fred McCord,
Leon Smith, Auburn Wells,
and Linville Yates.
The flowers will be furnished
by the Wear-Helm Service
Circle Class in memory of
deceased members.
Immediately following the
morning worship services, the
Offical Church Board will
meet in the church library.
Sunday School will be held
at 9:30 a. m. The Youth Group





evangelist of the Second Street
Church of Christ, 103 N. 2nd
St., announces that sermon
topics Sunday will be: Mor-
ning worship, 10:45, "The
Treasure a in. Earthen
Vessels"; and evening wor-
-hip 6:00, "The True Church
has to be a Growing Church."
Other regularly scheduled
services are Bible School,




Kentucky lake, 7 a. m.
359.2, up 0.3.
Below dam 304.8, up 0.5.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 359.1,
up 0,3.
Below dam 316.4, devil? 0.1.
Sunset 8:12. Sunrise 1:37.
Lutheran Officers
To Be Installed
Officers for the Lutheran
Women's Missionary League
of Immanuel Lutheran Church
will be installed in the mor-




Lorenz, vice president; Myra
Mueller, secretary; Marian
Broclthoff, treasurer; and
Sara Finzer, Christian Growth
chairman.
The Immanuel society is
affiliated with the Mid-South





Summer services at St.
John's Episcopal Church,
Main and Broach Streets.
Murray, will be held at 9:30
a.m., starting Sunday, June 6.
The 1928 Book of Common
Prayer will be used during
July and August.
Holy Communion will be
celebrated at the Sunday
services with Rev. Stephen
Davenport, vicar, in charge.
Acolytes will be B. Har-
court, Susan Stripling, and
Ben Moore.
Supermarket Prices Take Biggest




hit during May with the
sharpest and most widespread
price increases in well over a
year, an Associated Press
marketbasket survey shows.
The price boosts spread
across the aisles, but hit
hardest at the meat counter.
Pork chops and frankfurters
in particular rose sharply.
The AP drew up a random
list of 15 commonly purchased
food and nonfood items,
checked the price at one
supermarket in each of 13
cities on March 1, 1973, and
has rechecked on or about the
start of each succeeding
month.
The latest survey, with the
checks made just before the
start of the holiday weekend,
showed the marketbasket
total increased at the checklist
store in every city. The
average boost was 4.2 per
cent'.
The last time the
marketbasket bill went up in
every city was in July 1974,
when the average increase
was 4 per cent. The latest
boost was the steepest per-
centage rise since November
1974 when the marketbasket
bill was up at the checklist
store in 12 cities and the over-
all average increase was 5.6
per cent.
The 1974 increases were
caused mainly by soaring
sugar prices; the May 1976
increases in many areas
covered more basic items,
including orange juice, butter,
eggs and coffee as well as
some meats.
Comparing current prices
with those at the start of June
1975, the AP survey showed
that the marketbasket total at
the checklist stores was an
average of 7.6 per cent higher
than it was 12 months earlier.
Government officials have
been warning that food prices,
which remained stable during
the first quarter of 1976, would
start rising again. But they
also have said that the rate of
increase will be less than in
1975 when food prices went up
8.5 per cent.
The AP survey showed that
pork prices, which rose to
record highs last fall and then
declined slightly as supplies
increased temporarily, are on
the increase again. The price
of a pound of pork chops in-
creased during May at the
checklist store in nine of the
cities checked and was un-





A national authority on wines
has declared Wednesday the
first wine produced from
grapes grown on an aban-
doned strip mine site is
potentially excellent.
"Three years ago, a
mountain top in Kentucky
gave you coal. This year, that
same mountain top gives you
wine," the Falcon Coal Co.
uses as a slogan.
Four varieties of grapes
were grown on the mountain
top and William Oliver, who
turned them into wine, said
the land could have never
been used as a vineyard until
the mining process was over.
Warren Sublette, Cin-
cinnati, vice president of the
American Wine Society, said
all four wines produced from
the grapes need more aging,





Vacation Bible School will
be held at Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church from
June 7 to June 11 with classes
for nursery through grade six
to be held from 6:30 to eight
p.m. each night.
Rev. Charles Morris is
church pastor and Mrs. Linda
Carter will be director of the






Church, located at Tenth and
Main Streets, Murray, will
hear Rev. Jerrell White,
pastor, speak at both the 10:50
a.m. and six p.m. worship
services on Sunday, June a.
Coffield Vance, deacon of
the week, will assist in the
morning services. Special
music will be by the Sancturay
Choir, directed by Rev. Ron
Hampton with Mrs. Margaret
Wilkins as organist and Mrs.
Diane Dixon as pianist.
Church Teaching will be at
9:40 a.m. with Tommy Wilkins
as director, and Church
Training will be at seven p, m.
with Richard Nee corn as
director.
The Adult Fellowship will be
held Sunday at seven p
Monday at 7:30 ip.m the
deacons and pastors meeting
will be at the church and the
Esther Class will meet at the
home of Irma Rickman. Thr
Junior Choir will make a triii
to Opryland on Tuesday
Wednesday at 7:30 p tn.
Mission Friends, GAs, RAs,
Youth, and Business meetings
will be held with.. Choir
rehearsal at 8:30 p.m
wine is 'of a nature that its
future can be predicted ac-
curately and he predicted an
excellent future for the
Kentucky wines.
For more than a century,
wine making has been illegal
in this state that is famous for
its bourbon whiskey.
However, this year's
legislature made it legal
again—effective June 20.
"There's nothing wrong
with drinking grape juice for
breakfast rather than orange
juice," Gov. Julian Carroll
said after taking part in a 30
minute tasting of the four new
wines.
Sublette, who operates a
winery at Cincinnati, said the
"potential for these strip mine
vineyards is very good... with
more bottle age and more age
before bottling this could be an
excellent American wine."
Contrary to the potential of
humans, animals and other
crops, Sublette said that
grapes can have a predictable
future within six months after
the first crop is harvested.
The grapes grown by Falcon
Coal Co. were planted three
years ago.
"Every barrel of wine is
different—even those from the
same grape harvest—but the




president, said he had waited
Farrell . .
(Continued from Page 1
The Illinois native who
organized the Murray Civic
Music Assocaition and served
as its president for 25 years
was named the Distinguished
Professor ,of the Year by the
Alumni Association in 1975
When the addition to the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
was dedicated in 1971, the
recital hall in that facility was
named the Richard W. Farrell
Recital Hall. His portrait
hangs in the Gamma Delta
chapter room of Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia men's musa
fraternity which he has served
as adviser for 29 years.
An album of excerpts by
campus instrumental and
vocal ensembles entitled





County Senior Citizens Board
will conduct its annual
Murray Public Housing
Inspection on Tuesday, June 8,
at three p.m.
Board members par-




Louise Sickel, and Rev
Stephen Davenport.
more than three years for the
"fruits of our labors" and
added that a former owner of
the strip mine site in Eastern
Kentucky's Breathitt County,
William Sturgill, was really
responsible for the result.
Oliver, a native of Hazard,
Ky., and a professor of law at
Indiana University, also had a
hand in the unique experience.
Salem Church Will
Hold Bible School
Salem Baptist Church at
Lynn Grove will begin its
annual Vacation Bible School
on Monday, June 7, with
classes scheduled daily from
nine a.m. to noon through
Friday, June 11.
All boys and girls, ages
three through sixteen, are
invited to attend, according to
Rev. Virgil Blankenship,
pastor. For transportation for
persons in the Lynn Grove
area, call 435-4574 or 435-4576.
ranged from 10 to 30 per cent.
The high level of pork prices
can be traced to the 1974 corn
crop, which was smaller than
expected. Farmers, unable to
afford the high cost of grain,
cut back the size of their
herds.
Large crops have helped
lower grain prices, and far-
mers are rebuilding their
herds, but it will take time
before the animals reach
market.
Coming months also may
bring decreases in beef prices.
The American National
Cattlemen's Association said
its 19-city survey showed
average retail beef prices in
mid-May were 15 cents a
pound higher than a month
earlier.
The AP survey showed that
during May, the price of a
pound of meat frankfurters
went up at the checklist store
in seven of the cities checked.
The price was down in four
cities and unchanged in two.
Lowes Train Derailment Blamed
On Depression Beneath RR Track
An Illinois Central-Gulf
Railroad official said
yesterday that the May 20
train derailment near
Lowes was caused by a
depression in the ground
beneath a joint in the
railroad track.
The assistant superin-
tendent of the St. Louis
branch of the railroad said
one wheel of a tanker
dropped off' the track
causing a "rocking motion"
which led to the derailment
of 20 cars He added that
conditions were apparently
right for the derailment to
occur.
That late afternoon
derailment caused havoc in
an area two miles south of
Lowes, when it was learned
that a toxic chemical might
be leaking from one of the
derailed cars Local
authorities and Kentucky
State Police evacuated an
area surrounding the
derailment and those
people were allowed to
return to their homes in the
afternoon of the following
day after officials had
determined that those
chemicals leaking were not
toxic.
Rain has stopped work at
the site where one tanker
remains off the track The
railroad official says the
track has been opened to
railroad traffic and that
workmen would have to
wairuntil the ground dries
before they could start
work on removing the
remaining derailed car
Thank You
We have appreciated the confidence you have
shown by letting us write your insurance.
It has become necessary for us to leave the in-
surance business and we have sold our agency to
the Joe Sledd Insurance Agency located at 505
Main, Murray, Kentucky 42071.
Joe Sledd will continue to renew and service
your business, so please call him at 753-5E142 or
visit his office any time.
We will be continuing our Real Estate Business











That's the manufacturer's suggested retail
price for a '76 Dodge D100 conventional pickup
And that beats both Ford and Chevy
(Based on a comparison of manufacturers'
suggested retail prices for 6 cylinder
half-ton pickups excluding
• optional equipment,
state and local taxes,
destination charges.)
-4 9 7/ --a ft -Is
The trucks with all the answers
are waitin'down at Dodge.
DODGEDodge ,..c! SEE JIM FAIN, ED PARKER
.III EDWARDS BOYS
Jim Fain Motors, Inc. Murray.Ky.7810 Sycamore St
53-0632f
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